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VOE.Yil.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRFAKY 8, 1837.

NO. 13.

my duty when in health, and I can have no con across my mind, that if God should at once call cord is on high. When we reach that bless
fidence in his advice and instruction now.— me and rny flock to his bar, many would stand ed world, where he is now happy with God,
Send, send for that despised man of God, who up in judgment, and say, “O, if religion had ev and you behold that record spread out before
has not been deterred by fear or favour, from er been brought to our firesides and our homes the throne, you will be convinced that I have
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.
warning me through life, and apprizing me of —if our minister had ever spoken to us plainly not coloured the picture that I have attempted
and directly, about our immortal interests in to draw.
my real character.’ ”
From the London Christian Observer.
“But,” said Mr. Z----- , still starting objec private, this curse would not have lit upon us
ALL SAINTS’ DAY.
tions, “we should often find it impossible to in —we might have entered yonder heaven, and
FAMILY WORSHIP.
BY BISHOP 11ANT.
troduce religious conversation, without the escaped that awful burning gulf into which we
We transfer 10 our columns part of an interesting and
“ The spirits of just men made perfect."
are now doomed to sink! O had our minister
greatest abruptness and apparent incivility.”
“If we were at all disinclined to our duty,” been faithful, we should not have stood here instructive address by Bishop Doane on the “Christian
There is a dwelling-house above,
responded Mr. FI----- , ‘nothing is easier than this hour, covered with confusion. It is true, Duty of Family Worship,” reserving the remainder for
Thither to meet the God of love
to discover, or imagine, innumerable difficulties he was kind and amiable, he told us our duty in our next number. The address is entitled “The Rector’s
The pure in spirit go :
in our path. And on the other hand, if we are the sanctuary—but this was so much a matter of Christmas Offering for 1836; being a third Pastoral Ad
There is a paradise of rest;
fully bent upon the discharge of our duty, no course, it made but a momentary impression dress to the Parishioners of St. Mary’s Church Burling
For contrite hearts and souls distrest
Ed. Obs.
thing is more certain than that Divine Provi upon our minds. He often mingled in the pri ton, (N. J.)
Its streams of comfort flow.
dence will devise means for the removal of every vate circle, enlivening it by his sociability and
“I know that he wiil command his children
obstacle. On those trying occasions, when obe extensive fund of information; but at such times and his household after Iiim, and they shall
There is a goodly heritage,
dience to divine command involves us in appar he never spoke of Christ or salvation; he nev keep the way of the Lord, to do justice and
Where earthly passions cease to rage;
ent peril, we have only to keep on in the er said, Sir, unless you repent and turn to God judgment.”*—In these remarkable words does
The meek that haven gain.
straightforward path, and look continually to you ivill be lost. Had I been called away that God himself express his confidence in the fi
There is a board, where they who pine,
God for support and success. Thus when the hour I am confident many would have thus tes delity of Abraham.- The wickedness of Sodom
Hungry, athirst, for grace divine,
Israelites were brought into such straits at the tified against me. But through divine grace, I had become so great that he had resolved to
May feast, nor crave again.
Red Sea—hedged in on either side, by impas wa's^pared. I resolved to pursue a new course destroy it. But it was the residence of Abra
There is a voice to mercy true;
sible mountains—cut off from a retreat by the —to commence a round of parochial visiting ham’s kinsman, and Abraham was the friend of
advancing and irresistable war-chariots of upon a new plan. I recollect well the first day God. For his friend’s sake therefore—hovZ
To them, who mercy’s path pursue,
Egypt—and having before them the waters of that I attempted to carry this proposed plan in precious in the sight of heaven, brethren, must
That voice shall bliss impart.
the great deep—the Israelites, when brought in to execution. I rose early, and spent several the virtue and piety be deemed which brings a
There is a sight from man conceal’d
to these straits, had really no reason to fear; hours in meditation and prayer. 1 reflected blessing, not only on the virtyous and pious, hut
That sight, the face of God reveal’d,
for they had come there in obedience to the deeply upon the inconceivable worth of an on their kinsfolk and acquaintance?—for his
Shall bless the pure in heart.
command of God. He had marked out their immortal soul—a soul which could be ransom friend s sake, the Lord God delays the execu
There is a name, in Heav’n bestow’d;
path, and fixed their stations; and he was able, ed by nothing but the blood of the son of God, tion of his severe but righteous sentence until
That name, which hails them sons of God,
and knew how to deliver them. Ilis command a soul, whose agony, whose torment, whose he lias been acquainted with it. “And the Lord
The friends of peace shall know.
on this occasion was—Speak unto the people that perdition, if lost, were beyond the power of said, shall I hide from Abraham that thing
There is a kingdom in the sky,
“First” said Mr. Z----- - “it would be too they goforward. What! into the overwhelming calculation. All the souls of this parish thought which I do; seeing that .Abraham shall surely
Where they shall reign with God on high,
waters of the sea? How many objections 1 are committed to my charge. I can never become a great and migjity nation, and all the
great a tax upon our time.”
Who serve him here below.
“Ah 1” replied Mr. II----- , “have we not might have been started, how many arguments have done 'all that lieth m me,' to save them, nations of the earth shall be blessed in him?—
consecrated all our time to God? and are wc urged, to show the impossibility of obedience until I warn them personally, and in private.— For I know him that he will command his chil
Now pause, ar.d view the votaries o’er,
not
bound to spend it in such a way as will tend in this instance? Still the command was expli If I fail to do this they may be eternally lost. dren and his household after him, and they
Who, faithful to the Saviour’s lore,
most
to promote his glory and the salvation of cit and peremptory. Was there any thing un God has placed me a watchman over them: he shall keep the way of the Lord, to do justice
The Saviour’s blessing seek ;
our fellow men? But really to attain this ob just in it? Did God require them to divide the has sent me a messenger to them ; if I am not. and judgment; that the Lord may bring upon
The poor in spirit lead the train,
ject, I do not think it necessary to infringe upon sea or plunge into its overwhelming waters?— faithful, their blood wiil be upon my soul.
Abraham that which lie hath spoken of him.”-jThen they who mourn their inwaid stain,
any portion of that time now appropriated to No. This was his business. All they had to
“I endeavoured to realize, that this might be The h uman character which could win such tes
The merciful, the meek :
duties strictly professional. We may read and' do was, to believe and obey—to trust in Him. the last tour of visiting that I should ever make timony as this from the most high God must
write and preach and pray as much as we now and goforward. Andjustsoit is with us, in through the parish, that as soon as I had com command our utmost admiration. Being a hu
And here the pure in heart, and here
do, and yet have an abundant time to see all our reference to our duty. Whatever difficulties or pleted this round of parochial calls, God might man character, it should challenge and animate
Who long for righteousness appear,
people, and speak to them in private about their discouragements 1 iein our path, we mustgofor summon me to his presence, to give an account to their utmost exertion our desires of imita
And they who peace ensue;
eternal
salvation. How many hours, my dear ward—is God that commands; and if we of my stewardship. I will endeavour, thought tion! Encouraged by such hopes, assisted by
And they who cast on God their cares,
brother, do we spend in receiving and paying have confidence in him, if we have faith in the I to do my work as if I was doing it for the last such helps, as the Scriptures promise us, there
Nor heed what earthly lot is theirs,
mere worldly visits. How many hours do we all-controling power of lu’9 Providence, we time. I will go into no house without the sol is little danger of setting our mark too high.—
It they his will can do.
spend in pursuits totally unconnected with the shall not fear, 'though the earth be removed, and emn impression upon my mind, I may never be Though the eagle never reach the sun on which
objects of our ministry! O, sir. if we care though the mountains be carried into the midst of permitted to speak to these people again about his eye is fixed, he has his flight forever in the
These are the saints, the holy ones,
their souls. II I am not now faithful, under blaze of its unclouded splendour: and the Chris
fully husbanded this time, and employed it, as the sea.
For whom the Saviour’s blood atones;
“Had we sufficient confidence my dear sir, what circumstances shall we meet at the judg tian, though he may never attain the height of
the blessed Saviour did his life, 'in going about
Who, by his Spirit seal’d,
doing good,’ I think your objection would have in the cause we have espoused, and solemnly ment bar? And finally, I made it a subject of God s perfections, yet the higher up the moun
His call with willing mind obey ;
no validity, and we should find, to our inexpres undertaken to advocate—were we sufficiently devout and fervent prayer to AlmightyGod,that tain of his holiness he climbs, the more of his
In whom the Father’s will display
sible
delight, in the day when Christ gathers impressed with the priceless worth of immortal he would prepare the way, and enable me to glory does he see, and the more fully is he in
The bliss to be reveal’d.
together his elect, many additional gems in our souls—those difficulties which you imagine, I discharge my duty with fidelity. The families vested with its splendours. In the case before
Lord, bo it mine like thee to choose
crown of rejoicing.”
think, would vanish like the mountain mist be I was about to visit were particularly remember us, the duties to which we are invited, though
ed before his throne, and their salvation most encouraged by a reward so great, are far from
The better part; like thee to use
“Even though we had abundant time” said fore the risen sun.
Mr. Z----- re-enforcing his objection. “There
“You call upon a family, and have just been earnestly besought.
The means thy love has given :
arduous. It Was because Abraham lived
“Io this practice I have ever since adhered; being
are many individuals and families in our con made acquainted with apiece of intelligence in
Be holiness my aim on earth,
in the faith and fear of God, that “the secret of
deeming
previous
preparation
as
essential
to
gregations,
to
whom
we
could
not
speak
di

which
their
highest
temporal
interest
is
involv

That death be welcom’d as a birth
Lord” was with him; and the same devo
rectly, upon the subject of personal religion, ed. Now, if the turn which the conversation profitable visiting, as to profitable preaching; the
To life and bliss in Heaven !
tion
to the piety and virtue of his children and
without giving offence, or at least, without los takes does not furnish you with a fit opportuni and I have no doubt if it were universally adop dependants
procured for him the name of
There, wearing crowns, and holding palms,
ing a portion of our influence with them, and ty to introduce this subject, you will not on this ted, a thousand of the difficulties now com “Father of which
the faithful,” also secured the fa
In “hymns devout and holy psalms”
rendering our visits at their houses less accep account be deterred, from making the commu plained of would vanish. I found it so in my vour and confidence
of Gad—“s*hall I hide
Those spirits just unite
nication, you would act apon the principle that case. I was astonished to find how easy it was from Abraham that thing
table.
which Ido? For I
With thy celestial angel train :
“Is there not in this argument,” replied Mr. the importance of the intelligence, and the in to speak to my people about their salvation ; know him that he will command his children
Cleans’d by the Lamb, no spots remain,
H----- with increasing animation, is there not terest it would excite, would furnish abundant and still more astonished, to see with what in and his household after him: and they shall
No speck of earthly mould to stain
something of that 'fear of man, which bringeth apology for any abruptness in the manner of its terest and respect they listened to my words.— keep the way of the Lord to do justice and
Their robes of dazzling white.
a snare?” I take it as a given and indisputa introduction. And shall we not my brother feel They perceived I was in earnest to secure their judgment.” I purpose from these words,belov
ble principle that when our duty is made plain equal confidence in the message we have to salvation, and this drew still closer the ties of af ed brethren, and from this example to press up
No sounds of wo their joy molest:
fection between us.
to us, there is but one course for us to pursue communicate.
on you the duty and the reward of domestic re
No sense of pain disturbs their rest:
“Again. He who is sent to a foreign court
—
we
must
do
our
duty,
let
the
consequences
“When I had once completed such a tour of ligion, and epecially of that which is at once an
No grief is felt within :
upon
an
important
embassy,
does
not
rest
satis

be what they may. When God says to the
visiting, the way was quite clear. They then essential means and a chief part of it, family
But God has wiped away the tear
wicked, (O wicked man thou slialt surely die,' we fied or deem his duty discharged, if when expected when I entered their dwelling, that I worship. For of each of you, who, like Abra
From every face, and keeps them clear
must 'warn the wicked from his way,' however admitted into the presence of those with whom should not leave it without dropping a word for ham, is the parent and master of a family, I
From anxious doubt, and startling fear,
much offence it may give, else his blood will be he has to negotiate, he finds no opportunity of Christ; and they always evinced disappointment would have that glorious testimony borne in
From sorrow as from sin.
required at our hands. And of what value, my speaking upon the great object of his mission. if I did. I fully believe that this is the most heaven—“I know him that he will command his
dear sir, is that influence with our parishioners, No. He goes again and again, and seeks anoth powerful means that can be employed to win children and his household after him, and they
which we lose the moment that we attempt to er and another occasion, until the matter is souls to Christ. As far as my own experience shall keep the way of the Lord, to do justice
THE OBSERVER.
bring them to Christ? I think however, that it brought up; and he has obtained a definite, and is concerned, lean say most unqualifiedly, that and judgment.
final answer, from those with whom he was this method of parochial visiting has been at
From "Gathered Fragments" by the Rev. J. A. Clarke. is a mistaken view of the subject. Faithful ad
To "keep the way of the Lord,” is a scripture
monition In the private circle when it comes from sent to negotiate:
tended with the happiest results, both in refer phrase,
PROFITABLE DISCUSSION.
expressive of decided and constant ad
“Now, if the embassadors of Christ, in their ence to my people and to myself.
a heart full of love and kindness, will not give
herence to his true religion and worship. To
Faithful are the wounds of a Friend.
offence. It will elevate the man of God who round of parochial visiting, had before them
“The advantages to
were manifold.
From the 26th of Proverbs.
thus discharges his duty, in the estimation of an object as definite, and were as persevering, Plain and direct conversations were, in several "dojustice andjudgment,” is to discharge all the
The conversation to which I just alluded, took those very persons who perhaps feel pained by and as fully bent upon attaining that object, instances, the means of awakening careless and relative duties of life, with faithfulness and
its rise from the following occurrence. A small his admonition. He may not be hailed with as I think they would find no lack of opportuni worldly-minded persons to deep and abiding truth. And thus, the pregnant lesson of the
party were dining with Mr. II----- ; the whole much welcome in the circles of gaiety; he may ty to speak to men about their immortal inter seriousness. Some who had long been desirous text is clearly thie, that morality as well as re
ligion—our duties to our fellow men, not less
company consisting only of two clergymen, not be invited to those parties of pleasure ests.”
of counsel in relation to eternal things were
“But do you indeed find no difficulty in intro drawn out into an acknowledgement of their than our duty to God—is directly promoted by
two theological students, and three ladies—un where his presence would have been earnestly
less we add the name of Henry II----- , Mr. solicited had he been less faithful; but in the ducing religious conversation in the families religious exercises, and thus the more speedily the maintenance of domestic worship.
Had man been destined for solitude, there
II----- ,*s son, a bright looking boy, about hour of affliction, when sober reason is on the you visit ?” inquired Mr. Z----- .
confirmed in a Christian course. The views,
“As you have appealed so directly to my and spiritual wants of others, upon whom, at had been neither domestic duties, or domestic
eight years old, who sat by the side of his mo throne, and the judgment is allowed its legiti
mate reign, he, of all others, will be most ear personal experience you will not ascribe it to the time, no impression was apparently made, pleasures. Ilis life had been an anchorite’s.—
ther.
the promptings of vanity or egotism, if I give
The cell, his world. His employment, the sor
Upon our first setting down to the table, there nestly sought. Yes, those very persons, who, you some account of myself in relation to this were ascertained; and thus most valuable infor did
pursuit of his own comfort. His devotion
mation was acquired—to wit, the knowledge how
was that easy and unconstrained manner in our while dancing the giddy and intoxicating rounds matter.
the secret communion of his heart with God.-_
of
pleasure,
might
have
thought
his
godly
ad

to
touch
deep
and
secret
chords
that
would
vibrate
host that put to flight every thing like reserve
“The first years of my ministry were years to the inmost soul. All my people became much But he was created asocial being and placed in
or embavrasment and insensibly drew us into monitions impertinent and obtrusive, will, when
stretched upon the bed of sickness, desire him of much ignorance and error; along with cloud more attentive listeners, and much more easily society: and he becomes answerable for new
conversation.
The conversaiion was at first of a desultory before all spiritual counsellors. I recollect an ed and obscure views ol the plan of salvation, affected by divine truth, in the house of God. obligations, as well as susceptible of new de
character, but at length a subject was started instance perfectly in point. Some years ago, I I had no adequate idea of the awful responsi They no longer supposed that the exhortations lights; and religion, adapting itself to every
that seemed to attract the attention of all, and resided in L----- ; There was a very gay young bilities I had assumed in taking upon me the from the pulpit were addressed exclusively to change of man’s condition, serves now to bind
one of the visiting clegymen, the Rev. Mr. man there, of immense fortune, who was a sort office of an ambassador of Christ. After my • others, but understood, from what had been together the hearts, which in solitude it could
Z-------- , became highly animated in the dis of patron to the place. There were two cler eyes, through divine grace, were opened to a said to them in private, that they were individ- but have influenced singly, and to bind them
gymen in the neighborhood. The one a plain clearer perception of the truth as it is in Jesus 1 ually, with me, objects of deep solicitude. To all to God. Most intimate and endearing <?f
cussion.
The subject discussed was the character of but faithful man. His congregation consisted I began to estimate more fully the extent of ! myself these strictly parochial visits were of in ml social bonds, as it forms the intermediate link
some one of the ancients. His wisdom had of the lower and more ignorant class of people. the responsibility resting upon me. In reading calculable advantage. I was every day finding oetween the individual and the civil communi
been called into question. Mr. Z----- , in the He did iis duty to all, and to this gay and over the office for 'the ordering of priests,' I be new materials for my sermons, and never at a ty, is the family relation. It is the tie of holy
ardour of feeling inquired, i‘ If he was not wealthy young man he frequently spoke with came very deeply impressed with a sense of rny loss what subjects to select. In the ardent pie nature, linking heart to heart. It is twined
all the plainness and faithfulness of the ancient own delinquences. Many parts of the exhorta ty of some of my flock, I always found much more closely and more strongly by mutual in
a wise man, who is wise—yes, who is wise.'
The earnestness with which this inquiry was prophets, though perhaps not always with the tion addressed to the candidates now appeared to incite me to seek new supplies of divine terests, mutual sympathies, mutual joys and
grace, and in endeavouring to rouse others mutual griefs. Above all, it is sanctified by
made occasioned a momentary silence through same prudence. The society of this faithful to me in an entirely new light.
“It was indeed a sad character, an awful re from their torpor, I often found the animating religion: It is this which makes the Christian
the whole company. Henry, seizing the op minister, of course, was not much sought; he
portunity, whispered to his mother, I can an was often spoken of as a sour, disagreeable Pu sponsibility, that I had taken upon myself—'a subjects to which I recurred, kindled a new fire family,not—like the herding of the brutes, or
ritan. The other minister, had more learning messenger, watchman, and sieivard of the Lord'— in my own heart: and even when I failed alto of more sensual men—an intercourse of mere
swer that question.”
and
refinement, and a more fashionable congre- appointed ‘to teach and premonish, to feed and gether—when my counsel was repelled, (which convenience and caprice, but the joint partner
“Hush!4 said his mother.
gregation.
His society was much sought by provide for the Lord’s family; to seek for Christ’s did not frequently occur)—even this, inasmuch ship of love and life. It is this, which, like the
•■'Let him speak” said one of the ladies,
this
gay
young
man, and at length they became sheep that are dispersed abroad, and for his as it humbled me, and taught me that all cherubim of Paradise, with flaming sword turn
who overheard what he had whispered to his
almost inseparable companions. This minister, children who are in the midst of this naughty the power comes from God, was of service to ing every way, stands in the portals of the
mother.
Christian home, to guard from thought and
though he often witnessed in his young friend world, that they may be saved through Christ me.
and deed impure its hallowed entrance.-_
“What remark have you to offer, my son!” immoralities plainly forbidden by the Bible, nev for ever.’
“But I have already engrossed the conversa word
said his father affectionately, who bad taken ve er presumed to reprove him; he therefore re
“I was led to ask myself, have I heeded the tion too long. I have only one more remark to It is this, which, cherishing with constant scru
ry little part in the previous conversation.
tained his attachment and esteem until he was admonition—‘See that ye never cease your la- make on this subject, and that is, that I sincere pulous regard, the chain that binds together
Henry’s countenance brightened up with suddenly seized with a sickness which proved botir, your care and diligence, until ye have ly wish that every minister of our church would Christian hearts, keeps it forever strong, for
intelligence, and with a trembling, voice, he fatal. Being fully impressed with the convic done all that lieth in you, according to your make it a rule from which he would never de ever bright. And it is this, which, watching
said, “I can answer Air. Z------—s question tion that he should never recover, he began to hounden duty, to bring all such as are, or shall part, to read the office for 'the ordering ofpriests with more than vestal care that holiest of ail
for I was reading it this morning in the Bi think about meeting the Judge Eternal, and be committed to your charge, unto that agree as the first business, every Monday morning. — unconsecrated altars, the Christian household
ble !”
the agony of mind he now experienced no one ment in the faith and knowledge of God, and 1 am sure that all would then feel constrained hearth, preserves its sacred flame in purity and
“Well, let us have the answer," replied bis can conceive. His friends proposed to send for to the ripeness and perfectness of age in Christ to pursue the course of parochial visiting which strength. And for all this, does the Christian
father owe no debt of gratitude, no acknoAthe minister who had for so many years enjoy —that there be no place left among you for er I have adopted.
father.
ed his intimacy. 2Vo, no,' said the dying man, ror in religion, or for viciousness in life 1’ This
I have thus given you some faint idea of the
"He that winneth souls is wise.”
* Genesis xviii 14.
“A very good answer,” replied his father, and he can do me no good. He has feared to tell me inquiry startled me. The thought flashed character of one whose full and complete ref Genesis, xviii 17—19,
CONDUCTED BY

AN ASSOCIATION OF CLERGYMEN.

I hope you will hereafter understand and exem
plify its meaning.”
This was the commencement of a very in
teresting and profitable conversation. The sev
eral means by which souls might be won were
made the subject of copious remark.
At length Mr. II----- observed, “That al
though none could hold in higher estimation
the pulpit than he did, yet lie was decidedly of
opinion, that more good could be done by re
ligious conversation in the private circle—by
thus 'preachingfrom house to house than by pub
lic preaching in the sanctuary. It was a testi
mony borne in reference to the aposrles, that in
every house they ceased not to teach and preach
Jesus Christ.
“But,” said Mr. Z----- “there are a number
of serious objections to this plan.”
The Rev. Mr. Z----- , though an amiable
and in many points, a truly estimable man, had
not those deep views of religion, nor that con
scientious concern about the faithful discharge
of his duty, which characterized Mr. H----- .
He was naturallyofaneasy disposition,andquickly deterred from any course where he perceiv
ed difficulties were to be encountered’ He had
hitherto scarcely attempted a course of paro
chial visiting, and perhaps the remark of Mr.
H----- , though unintended, came to him as a
sort of reproof.
“There are a number of serious objections
to this plan,” said he.
“What are those objections?” inquired Mr.
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GAMBIER OBSERVER.

language and syllabary. I ehose the Kataxara reached their ears. The fathers looked
lodge of God's preserving and protectinggood country: but when they look at the press in for different languages, embracing a very large part syllabary in preference to the two others, it be and there were tears in the young graven
of
the
earth
’
s
population.*
eign lands, and the multitude of laborers de
women’s
ness, no homage of reverence and love to h
Shall all these laborers be told that the Amer ing much plainer and less subject to misrepre eyes
pending on aid from this Society, they feel that
who keeps his dwelling from disaster, “eck
sentation. Mr. Medhurst’s vocabulary has great
And well the gathering tears might start
with joy and health, and crowns Ins root-tree all to whom the tacts are known will unite in ican churches are sunk in so deep poverty, or have ly assisted me, in making some progress in the
As they named the infant’s name;
with the light of his life-giving favour. He the conviction that this department of means for allowed the love of the world so to absorb the language,and another work in forming the gram
Whose mother had died of a broken heart
spirit of benevolence, that further aid must not
does. And the very praises which acknow edge the world’s conversion must not be neglected.
From mourning its father’s shame.
it, and the prayers which, seeking its continu Presses in operation,and, laborers to be supplied. be expected? That they have forgotten their matical rules. It is the first of this kind, and
Poor little thing! it was come into a troublesome
Missionaries and Tract Societies, from among Saviour, their vows, and perishing millions for though exceedingly imperfect, the Lord may world, to he sure; it was tossing on rough waves
ance, confess his own entire dependence, are,
lay
his
blessing
upon
it.
When
our
mission
by the loving favour of the Lord transmuted in- almost all the nations of the earth, are urging whom he died? Shall our brethren who have
to •’•olden showers of more abundant and more forward their operations, expecting a measure been borne out on the arms of our faith and the ship is visiting the shores of that interesting but the frail bark was soon to be in port, where
no storms come. The woman whom the parish
of assistance from this Society. Their presses pledges of our support, relinquish their plans, country, we may have many opportunities of officers engaged to nurse the child proved ex
precious blessings.
scattering
it
amongst
the
people.
Please
to
li
My brethren, in the view of all these gener are in motion; colporteurs, missionaries and as lay aside their translations, stop their presses,
ous motives to its establishment and practice, sistant missionaries, native Christians, and all disperse the native printers-seal up the truth of thograph it in the form I send you the copy, tremely careless ofit: and the next thing we heard
can there be a Christian parent that denies or whose services can he secured, are engaged in God, and hide it from the eyes of inquiring mil and if you have no Chinese paper, use thin white was that in consequence of her neglect, it had
questions the reasonableness and obligation of the distribution. Millions, among whom some lions? Who shall bea-this responsibility? bear American. I trust a neat transcriber can accu met with a frightful accident; and the overseers
family devotion ? In private prayer, we suppli portions of divine truth have been distributed, it before God, and bear it to the judgment? Is rately transfer it to the stone; the diametrical removed it to another nurse. Having heard
cate the blessing from on high upon our indi wait for further supplies. Thousands of pagans there an evangelical pastor who will not do so signs along the letters require great accuracy, thus much, I could not of course be surprised,
vidual persons and concerns. As worshipping who have read the Tracts they have seen, call much as to bring this cause without delay be and I have therefore, for his guidance, trans when passing one winter’s day through the
churchyard, I saw a little narrow grave dug in
assemblies, we remind the Saviour of that gra for new ones. Original Tracts are preparing: fore his people, and see that their contributions mitted a syllabary.
Contents of the Japanese Tract, “Life of the the part called the poor’s ground; and heard,
cious promise, that where two or three are met translations are in progress, blocks are cutting; are transmitted? Is there an officer of an Aux
together in his name, he will be in the midst of stereotype plates are casting, punches and ma iliary Society who will not attempt to rouse it Saviour."—1. John the Baptist; 2. Maria; 3. upon inquiry that it was for Martha’s child. It
them. We implore, as citizens and patriots, trices, and fonts of new type (including metal to action in favor of this object? Are there any Joseph; 4. Nativity of Jesus the Saviour; 5. His 'vas buried that evening. No knell had tolled
the heavenly benediction upon our common moveable type for the Chinese, the written lan individuals, male or female, ransomed by blood flight; 6. The preaching of John; 7. John pro for it when it died; no mourner stood by the
country. And shall our prayers end here! Is guage of probably one-fourth of the human fam Divine, who will not by personal gift, and gain mulgates the great doctrine about Jesus; 8. grave, the nurse brought the unornamented and
there no dear, sacred interest omitted ! Have ily) are in preparation at great expense. A ing the co-operation of others, <\oivhat they can? John’s imprisonment and decapitation; 9. Jesus nameless coffin under her cloak, and there was
we nothing to ask for about that one little spot large part of ail that is doing by the American Is there a Christian so poor, that he will not pray raises the dead; 10. Jesus opens the eyes of the no pall to cover it. It was of little moment; the
where the holiest hopes of earth are clustered! churches for the conversion of the world is more for the dews of the Holy Spirit to descend on blind; 11. Jesus feeds the multitudes; 12. Jesus grass and the spring violets grow there, in token
Shall we leave the ark, in which the best belov or less intimately connected with the operations the Society, its officers and agents, and all who drives out devils; 13, Jesus preaches; 14. Jesus that being “sown in weakness, it shall be raised
ed of our soul are lodged, to drift upon the of this Society.
heals the sick; 15. Jesus chooses his disciples; in power;” and the spirit so forsaken, so lone
take any part in this great work?
world’s rough wave, and ask no blessing of pro
Not to dwell on what is doing for the North
By order and in behalf of the Executive Com 16. Jesus teaches the doctrine of regeneration ; ly on earth, found,doubtless, a bright and innu
tection or of guidance for it from the Ruler American Indians, among whom are about 168 mittee,
17. Jesus teaches to honour our neighbor as merable company to welcome it at the gates of
of the sea and of the storm ! My brethren, missionaries and assistants, with two printing es
JAMES MILNOR, Chairman.
ourselves; 18. Jesus teaches to honor our pa heaven.
William A. Hallock, Corresponding Secretary
think for a moment! When fatigues exhaust, tablishments; or on the labors of the Moravian
rents: 19. To pay taxes to'government;20. Jesus’
O. Eastman, Visit. and Fin. Secretary.
or cares distract, or disappointments vex your Brethren and others for the American continent
exhortations; 21. Jesus teaches the forgiveness
New York, January 24, 1837.
spirit, does not the threshold of your home shut the Society is intimately co-operating with the
of sins; 22. Jesus explains the nature of the
out the hold intruders, and afford you rest and following agencies abroad.
* From American Board of Commissioners, 354 mis kingdom of heaven: 23. Transfiguration of Jesus; BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY.
quiet? From the collision, the intrigue, the
Tract Societies in Europe.—The Society at sionaries arid assistants, 16 presses ar.d 3 founderies; Amer 24. Jesus repairs to the capital, his parables of
The Rev. H. D. Leeves, in a Letter from
persecution of a rude and selfish and hard hear Paris, laboring for 32,000,000 French, and for ican Baptist Board, 16'2 missionaries and assistants, 8 pres teaching; 25. Jesus prays for his disciples; 26. Syra, of the 15th of August, thus gratefully
ses
and
1
foundeiy;
Western
Foreign
Missionary
Society,
ted world, do you not turn with ever new de Spain, issues 500,000 Tracts annually, and has
Jesus suffers and is crucified; 27. Jesus rises announces the
missionaries and 3 presses; Board of Protestant Episco
light, to eyes that never frown, to hands that, 40 Tracts, the same as published by the Amer 24
again; 28. Jesus ascends to heaven; 29. The out
pal Church, 19 missionaries and 2 presses.
never hurt, to hesyts that never betray ! And ican Society; and to which its funds may be ap Languages.—Seneca, Mohawk, Deleware, Ojiba, Otoe, pouring of the Holy Spirit; 30. The disciples Completion of the Modern-Greek Translation of
jn the endearments of domestic love, the guile plied, and also seven volumes (Saints’ Rest; Call Wea, Putawatomie, Shawanoe, Creek, Chocktaw, Chero perforin miracles and preach; 31. The doctrine
the Old Testamentfrom the Hebrew.
less caresses of your children, the assiduous Rise and Progress, Pilgrim's Progress, Keith on kee, Creole, English, Welsh, French, Spanish, Portuguese, of Jesus—men are sinners—God gave his only
I
amhappj
to announce to you, that you will
and disinterested kindness of brethren and of Prophecy, Bogue’s Essay, and Young Christian) Italian, Dutch, German, Lithanian, Bohemian, Hunga begotten Son for the sins of the world—our ob receive by the present mail, the corrected copy7
Wendish, Danish, Swedish, Polish, Finnish, Esto
friends, do you not find earth’s liveliest type of In Belgium, the Rev. Mr. Boucher and a few rian,
nian, Russ, Armenian, Hebrew, Greek, Turkish, Arabic, ligations to believe in him; 31. A prayer for the of the Twelve Minor Prophets, which alone
Heaven,—the single remnant of primeval bles others are just commencing Tract operations.— Syriac, Persian, Caffer, Hawaiian, Mahratta, Tamul, Te- illumination of the Holy Spirit, to understand were wanting to complete the Old Testament in
sedness, spared by God’s mercy, when the Ihe Tract Society at Hamburg issues 270.000 linga, Oriya, Hindoo, Hindoostanee, Panjahe, Barman, the word of eternal life and believe in the Sa- Modern Greek. When I reflect on this, my
world was cursed for man’s transgression, to Tracts annually; and has 60 Tracts and two Karen, Taling, Siamese, Shan, Bugis, Javanese, Malay,
heart rises in thankfulness to the Giver of all
bear his heart up with the hope of better things volumes (Pilgrim’s Progress and Keith) in com Chinese__ Total 56.
The whole is written to prove that Christ, the Goodness and the Father of Lights; whose gra
The proposed appropriations are for China, $4,000; Sin
to come! And shall not they who enjoy to mon with the American Society. The Society gapore and Indian Archipelago, 3,000; Siam, 2,000; Shans, eternal Son of the Father, came to save those cious hand has been over His servants during
gether such rich mercies, acknowledge them at Barmen have 25 Tracts to which this Socie 800- Burmah, 4,000; Northern India, 1,000; Orissa, 1,000; who are lost. The chapter upon the sufferings the period of between six and seven years,
together! Will you not offer with them whom ty’s funds may he applied; that at Bremen 12 ; i’elingas, 500; Ceylon, 2,000; Southern India, 1,500; of the Saviour is longer than any other, for the wherever they have been engaged in this work;
God has blessed in you and with you, your blen that at Berlin 9; the last Society having issued Mahrattas, 1,000; Sandwich Island, 1,000; Persia, 500; heart must be moved by contemplating bis dy and has at length enabled them to bring it to a
Nestorians, 500: Asia Minor, 2,500; Greece, 2,000; Conded tribute of praise and thanksgiving for your 2,000,000 Tracts, with access to millions of tantinople,
1,000; Russia, 3,000; Sweden, 300; Hungary, ing love. The title, preface, and the various favorable conclusion.
domestic comforts and enjoyments? Should Poles, Hungarians, Bohemians, Wendish, &c. 300; Poles, 301); Hamburg, 600; France, 800; South Af chapters are written in the Chinese character,
It was my earnest prayer, I remember, at an
not they who mutually depend on the rich The Society at Stockholm have 84 Tracts, and rica, 500; United Brethren, 700; N, A. Indians, 200--- in accordance with the Japanese way of writing early period of my Christian Life, that I might
Total,
35,000.
Statements
showing
the
claims
of
each
sta

bounty and beneficent protection of his hand are now about to issue the Young Christian and tion, with the encouragements, may be found in the So their books. Though the Tract is very imper do some good thing fir the Lord before my de
for life, and all that makes their common life Life of Page in Swedish. The friends of Christ ciety
fect, the Japanese readers will certainly be able parture hence: and I hope I am not presumptu 
’s Annual Reports and other documents.
desirable, daily present themselves, to ask of in St. Petersburgh printed 155,000 Tracts the
Remittances may he addressed to the Secretaries of the to learn from the perusal, that “God so loved ous, in thinking that I find the answer to this
Him their merciful continuance 1 If an earth last year; 19'Tracts have been sanctioned by Soeietj; or to Mr. O. It- Kingsbury, Assistant Secretary the world, that he gave his only begotton Son, my petition in His having been pleased to lav
ly benefactor had rescued you and yours from this Society, besides Baxter’s Call translated by and Treasurer, No 150 Nassau street, New York. $20 that whosoever believed in him should, not per upon his servant the honour of having aided in
a Member for Life; the addition of $30 or $50
ruin, loaded you with favours, and raised you to a Russian Bishop, and printed at the office of constitutes
ish, hut have everlasting life.”
bringing to a conclusion, the first translation of
at one time, a Director for Life.
the
Holy
Synod
of
Moscow,
and
the
Young
honor, would you not hasten, ail of you togeth
Great care will be required to transfer it neat the Old Testament into Modern Greek—a work
er, to confess the common debt, and to pour Christian translated; a population ot 60,000,000
ly and without any error, to the stone. The which, imperfect as it doubtless still is, will not
From the Ohio Observer.
more elegantly it is struck off, with the more fail under God, of being attended with most
out, from burning hearts, the common tribute to be supplied, and Tracts every where grate
of thanksgiving? And does not the daily boun fully received. In France, eight American GUTZLAFF’S ‘LIFE OF THE SAVIOUR” IN zest the Japanese, who greatly admire things important consequences to the Eastern Church.
JAPANESE.
superior to their own will read it.
ty of the Giver of all good, the universal bene Baptist missionaries and assistants, and in Ham
Remember me, O my God! concerning this; and
It is well known that the 25,000,000 of Japa
(Signed,)
Charles Gutzlaff.
factor, deserve as well an altar upon every burg a devoted missionary and colporteur, are
spare me, according to the greatness of thy mercy’
hearth that he sustains and crowns with plenty > also co-operating in the work. Proposed ap- nese, are by the laws of the empire, rendered
A specimen page has already been lithograph which prayer I would offer in behalf of my fel
and the chorus of their undivided prayers and propriations,including $3,000 for Russia, $5,- peculiarly inaccessible to Christianity. Popery ed, and confidence is entertained that the Tract low labourers also in this work.
once gained a wide spread among them, but in can be thus accurately and neatly printed in this
praises whose feet are gathered round it, by 300.
Our work, it is true, has been finished amidst
In countries on the Mediterranean are (includ political revolutions its enemies gained the as country.
much clamour and opposition, and is now by
his goodness, in peace and joy and love. My
many bitterly spoken against; but may we not
brethren, from the universal race of man, in ing reinforcements on the way) 85 American cendency the missionaries were put to death or
all ages and generations there rises but one missionaries and assistants, with a printing es expelled, and severe restrictions laid against the From the Penny Sunday Reader, an English work not re look upon this as a token for good? and may
not the violence of the hurricane, now ragir.g,
voice in answer to these questifins. 'There nev tablishment at Syra, which has issued in two introduction of the Christian religion in any
published in this country.
make the plant strike a deeper root, and, in the
er was a religion that did not set up its altars years, at this Society’s expense, 1,700,000 form. In these circumstances almost nothing
BAPTISM.
end bear richer fruit!
in the private house as well as in the public pages; two printing establishments at Smyrna, has been done for Japan, either by the living
The congregation was dismissed for the after
Let many prayers be offered up for the Greek
temple. Noah, the patriarch of the world, the embracing a stereotype foundery, and fonts of missionary or the press; but by the providence
very moment he had left the ark, when his type for almost all the principal languages of of God some advances have been made, and one noon service was ended, and the parting bless Church at this crisis, by Christian friends in
ing
bad
been
given;
but
there
still
remained
two
England—that truth may be brought to light,
family constituted the whole human race, “bud the surrounding countries; an Arabic press at Christian Japanese Tract has now been prepar
or three scattered groups. There were mothers and many advantages arise out of this present
ded an altar unto the Lord.”* Abraham, the Beyroot-, and a pi ess at Oormiah, among the Nes ed.
It is stated, that while Rev. Mr. Medhurst who came to return thanks for their deliverance controversy, and that much grace may be given
patriarch of the faithful, wherever he pitched torians of Persia. About forty Tracts (includ
Ids tent, set up his family iltar, and won, by his ing Robinson’s Scripture Characters) have been was riding in Batavia, a Dutch ship put in there from their “great pain and peril.” Little chil to those who may be called to take part in it.—
domestic piety, the commendation of the text.! adopted for publication at Syra, about fifty ap- having on board a gentleman who bad collect dren brought to be washed in the water of bap Missionary Register.
Of the patriarch of Uz, it is recorded, that “ev- proved Tracts, and the Saints’ Rest, Pilgrim’s ed Japanese books, of which Mr. Medhurst ob tism, and presented in faith and hope to their
ery morning he rose up early and sanctified his Progress, and Flavel’s Touchstone, have been tained the use for three months. Mr. M. im merciful Saviour. Grave fathers thinking, per
From the Missionary Register.
children, offering burnt offerings according to issued from the press lately removed from Mal- mediately employed Chinese copy ists, and thus haps,of new exertions to be made in answerto the
the number of them all.”j- And it was the no ta to Smyrna; eight issued by Rev. Mr. Brewer possessed himself ot dictionaries in the Chinese, calls of an increased family; arid young sponsors PRETENDED EXORCISM OF MANAMA THE GOD
DESS OF TIIE SMALL-POX.
b!e declaration of the Jewish captain, Joshua at Smyrna; and ten Tracts of the American Dutch, and Japanese languages, from which he serious, yet evidently pleased with their inter
esting
office.
1
left
my
accustomed
seat,
and
The
curiosity
of a friend having been ex“as for me and my house, we will serve the Society are published by the Church Missiona formed his Japanese vocabulary mentioned be
went, as I sometimes do on such occasions, into cited one evening, to ascertain the occasion
Lord.”j; Nay, the poor groping heathen, ; ry Society at Malta. Proposed appropriations, low.
though they bowed to wood and stone, felt the ' $6,500.
The circumstances which led Mr. Gutzlaff to the gallery behind (he font. I was alone. The of the drumming in the vicinity, Mr. Hilt
propriety and duty of family religion; set up as
In Africa are 19 missionaries and assistants ; the preparation of the l:Life of the Saviour,” in christening parties went into the vestry; and I says—
household gods, their Lares and Penates, in the South African Female Tract Society at Japanese are best detailed by himself in the fol sat looking on the empty seats and the silent
On his return, he informed me that some ve
private chapels, or on the common hearth ; and Cape Town has issued six approved Tracts and lowing letter, addressed to the American Tract aisles, which, as the evening closed, became ry singular ceremonies were being performed,
worshipped them with frequent prayers and Pilgrim’s Progress; and Rev. Dr. Philip says Society and accompanied by the original draft every moment more and more dim. The rising the meaning of which he did not comprehend;
costly sacrifices. Brethren, it there be a Chris- ! nothing isnowso much needed asmeans for print- of the Tract, consisting of 94 pages (large octa wind in the tossing chestnut branches was, for and desired me to go and see them. We enter
tian family, that lives in all the glorious light of mg Tracts. Proposed appropriation, $500.
vo) or 47 leaves in the Chinese mode of printing a short time, the only sound I heard; and then ed a little enclosure by a gap in the hedge;
the Gospel neglectful of this sacred duty must j At the Sandwich Islands (including reinforce with a request that an edition may be lithograph a light was placed on the communion table, and close to which was a large tree, the roots of
an orderly party knelt at the rails, and there which were covered over by a circular mound
not these images of wood and stone cry out ! ments now on the way) are 90 missionaries and ed in this country, and sent for his use.
arose a sweet clear voice of praise and thanks of earth, on which lay a number of large
against them ? And, in the day of judgment, assistants, with a printing establishment issuing
giving. It ceased, and the train moved down leaves, each of which contained some little ar
LETTER OF REV. MR. GUTZLAFF.
will not their darkened worshippers rise up, to i 10,000,000 pages annually; two Tracts adopt
toward the font. There was the priest, in his ticles of food—cooked rice on one, small piec
condemn their shocking inconsistency, who, ed, and a number of Scripture Tracts printed.
Macao, May 16 1836.
glorying in the possession of a revelation direct Proposed appropriation, $1,000.
The Lord in his goodness brought three Japa simple dress of “linen, clean and white.” Long es of meat on another, salt and auspices on a
from the one true and living God, withheld
In India, the missions to the Mahrattas, in nese under my roof. They had lost in 1831 may such a dress be a meet emblem, that thy third. In front was a little earthen lamp, and on
the homage, which they rendered, in their ut- j' Ceylon, Orissa, and other parts of Southern In both the mast and rudder of their vessel, and priests, my country’s Church, are “clothed with the ground a few live embers, two double drums
ter ignorance, to gods that could not help dia, and in Northern India, embrace (including were driven on your coast, where the vessel was righteousness!” And when he had taken his were thundering.
them!
The principal actress was the mother of the
'i reinforcements on the way) 160 missionaries wrecked near the Columbia river, and only three station at the font, the light which was needed,
I and assistants, with a printing establishment survived out of fourteen. Though twice on the and yet which struggled imperfectly with the family. Her hair was hanging closely over her
* Genesis viii. 20. f Job i. 5.
j Joshua xxiv. 15.
! and type and stereotype foundery among the eve of embarkation for Japan, I have always fading gleam of evening, shone on a varied and shojlders, and she continued approaching the
(To be continued.)
Mahrattas; three presses in Ceylon,two in North- been prevented from going to that country.— pleasing group. The elder women’s scarlet fire and receding; her elbows were firmly kept
I ern India; and numerous Tracts issued by the As however these people, after many ad ven cloaks formed a bright contrast to the long white close to her sides, from the elbows to the wrists
l Calcutta Tract Society in various languages ; tures, wt-refinally entrusted to my care,I thought robes in which the infants were arrayed; and her arms were horizontal; and the hands hung
For tho Gambier Observer.
13 Tracts adopted in Mahratta, 30 in Jamul, 2 it a sacred duty to acquire from them their lan the mothers, and the young female sponsors, down, being kept dangling with all the play ot
SHALL THE FOREIGN CHRISTIAN PRESS jn Orissa, besides Pilgrim’s Progress in several guage, in which they are well versed. After a wearing their best,— light cotton gowns, silk which the wrists were capable, approaching to
BE SUSTAINED?
languages. Proposed appropriations, $7,000. great deal of trouble I could make myself under shawls, and new straw bonnets,—formed for a a violent motion. She had been thus at u ork
Of the sum of $35,000 which the American
In Burmah are 48 missionaries and assistants stood; and I began now to instruct them in the poor country parish, a very gay assembly.— for two hours; and when I saw her she did not
Tract Society at their last anniversary re and 30 native printers; 5 presses, 2 wholly oc way of eternal life, assisted by some works upon Do not quarrel with my word,
appear fatigued, but resembled a person who
“The innocent are gay,—the lark is gay.”
solved to be the least amount required during cupied with Tract printing, and a stereotype that language. By degrees (some of them un
could imagine herself under demoniacal influ
the current year for foreign lands (and which foundery; 24 Tracts approved; the whole Bible derstanding a little English)they caught hold of I assure you that as the service began, there was ence.
many at the time expressed an earnest desire to printed, and operations extending among Ka my ideas and rendered them unto good Japan a silence which spoke of the mind's attention,
On a hint which I gave to the police officers,
increase to $50,000—a lady present, and she a rens, Talings, &c.
Proposed appropriation, ese. Thus we have gone on several months, and of the heart’s prayer.
that some unlawful incantations might be going
widow, offering, through a friend, to pay $100, $4,000.
from morning to evening, until I resolved upon
The priest took one fair child after another in forward, one of them examined her rather
incase $10,000 should be added J only $2,221
In China and South eastern Asia are 49 mis writing tor our mutual instruction, the leading his arms, “Received him into the congregation roughly; but, without ceasing from her motions
35 have been yet received, leaving to be rais sionaries and assistants; a press at Canton : a doctrines of our faith, viz. Redemption by the of Christ’s flock, and did sign him with the sign she answered, by giving her name, former abode
ed before April 15, when the Society’s year large printing establishment at Singapore,with a blood of Christ. In this they took great inter of the cross;” and one mother after another &c. I then elicited from the husband some
ends,
$26,778 65 stereotype foundery and type in various lan est and did their utmost to render me every as stepped tremblingly forward, and took her own particulars: viz that two months ago his sister
Notes for paper and other engage
guages: and4l I Chinese block-cutters and print sistance in the language; and in this manner the precious one, and folded it to her heart; feeling liad died: and that his children having been vac
ments of the Society, which must be
ers at work: 4 presses in Siam, and one among accompanying Tract was completed. It con more than she had ever done before all the
11,373 79 die Shans; 9 Tracts adopted, and many large tains the birth, life and death resurrection and depth of a mother’s love and pouring on its cinated, he was afraid lest Mahama, the God
paid before April 15, amount to
dess of the Small Pox, had become offended
The Treasury is short of meeting
Scripture Tracts issued. Proposed appropria ascension of our Saviour and some parts ot the young head all the fervency of a mother’s bless with the family, and might take some or
0
1,394
50
tion,
$9,000.
bills due this day;
Acts, in the most simple language, and will be ing. There was a pause and two or three per his children away by death, to prevent wl»c >
Summary.—659 missionaries and assistants, understood by the common people since we sons dressed in shabby mourning, which had evi they had by certain offerings, brought icr to
Makingjoverand above all the cur
of whom nearly 200 are ordained preachers; up have been incessant in our endeavors to follow dently been worn for many a relation and many the place; and that now they had by ciarms,
rent expenses of the Society, to be
wards of 500 have been sent out from the Unit the genius of the language, consulted both an an acquaintance before, brought to the font an
her to enter the body of Ids wire \v..Oae
paid within 81 days,
39,546 94 ed States, of whom 17 are printers, and the re English vocabulary and a native dictionary, and infant, whose sickly form, and weak, moaning induced
present agitation proceeded from the joitess
The whole amount of donations
mainder are native teachers, printers, or assis also prayed for heavenly assistance. I thought cry, told more than the narrow band of crape
that now they had to cast her out o ns
designated for foreign distribution,
tants, supported by our various Missionary So it best to begin with the adorable Saviour, know round its cap, or the rusty black shawl in which and
wife, when she should return no more to injure
received withinYhe last five months,
cieties. Eighteen mission printing establishments ing that in him alone is our strength, and salva they had wrapped it, a tale of “father and mo
is but
2,303 33 four of which embrace stereotype founderies; and tion through his name is also promised to this
CAli this time ,he violent agitation of the hands
The committee are aware ot the difficulty twenty-nine presses in operation, besides six remote people. I send ityou thatyou may neatly ther’s forsaking.” It might be fancy, but I
thought
the
tone
of
tenderness
in
which
the
min

continued,
with her advancing and retrogade
which has attended the raising of funds, and of Tract Societies in Europe and the laborers in lithograph it,which I should have done here, if
ister had addressed each unconscious child as motions, without interruption. At length she
the claims presented by other Christian objects Russia; 359 Tracts and 16 volumes issued in there
had only been an opportunity. Chinese it lay in his arms, was yet more tender when’ he said to the police-officer, “Clear the road; get
nor would they divert attention from the great common with the American Society or approv
work of Tract and Volume distribution, accom ed by the Publishing Committee; and the va books are understood in that country by the looked on this one. The mothers, I thought, out of the way!” He was standing near the gap;
panied by Christian effort and prayer in our own rious Institutions aided, issue Tracts in fifty-six higher classes; but for the use of the common gazed with deeper love on their own happy and replied. “I shall not move; why should
people they must be paraphrased in their own children, as theory of thislittle motherless one I?”—She rejoined, “The Debta is going that

GAMBIER OBSERVER.
way.” “Indeedl” ho said; “then let us see who
is the stronger; she is a spirit—I am only a
man.” As 1 wished to see by what demonstra
tion the departure ot Mahama would be known
I said to the officer: “You had better remove,
let us by no means stop the departure of the
spirit; rather let us see her when she goes.” To
this he assented; and, presently, the woman
came forward—took up one of the leaves—and,
with her head bending over the embers so that
I expected her forehead would be burned, scat
tered the contents of the leaf; and in the same
bending posture, with her head almost touching
the ground, made her escape through the gap,
with such rapidity, that husband, friends, drum
mers, all could not overtake her, till she fell;
whether by design or dizziness 1 could not tell.
The police-officers and myself ran also, to see
if any thing of the goddess was to be discover
ed. When we came up, the woman was sitting
on the knee of another female, apparently as
though she had fainted. The drums were more
loudly played than before—water poured over
her face and legs—and she soon rose up, and
walked back to her house without assistance.—
The surrounding darkness except broken by
the flickering of the little lamp, the dying em
bers and occasionally a little cloud of incense
arising from them—the roaring of the drums—
and the appearance of the half clothed woman
with dishevelled hair as she approached the
lamp with her hand violently in motion and her
new appearance as she reached it—all these cir
cumstances united to give an infernal appear
ance to these rites.

THE OBSERVER.
GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, FEB. 8, 1837.

Diocese of Indiana.—On Septuagesima Sun
day, Jan. 22, 1837, The Rev. Lloyd Windsor, Dea
con, Rector of Christ Church,|Madison, Indiana
was admitted to the Order of Priests by the Right
Rev. Jackson Kemper, Missionary Bishop for Indi
ana and Missouri. Morning Prayer was read by
the Rev. J. B. Britton of Christ Church, Louisville,
Ky. the sermon preached by the Bishop, and the
Candidate presented by the Rev. J. R. Johnson of
Lafayette, Indiana, hut officiating for a season in
the parish of St. Paul’s Jeffersonville, Ind.
Fifteen persons besides the above received the
Holy Communion. The services of the day were
held in the Masonic Hall, where the congregation
regularly worship, and were well attended. The
commodious room filled with a serious and well or
dered congregation, the full responses, the organ
(a loan to the parish), the chanting, the Christmas
Greens, all harmonized with the occasion; and re
minded the observer that he was among churchmen
disposed to do all things ‘decently and in order,’
and went to prove that the lessons of the Mission
aries who have laboured here for the year past
have not been ‘in vain in the Lord.’
[Communicated.

We learn from the last Christian Witness, that
the Rev. M. A. D’Wolf Howe is about to retire
from the editorial charge of that paper, having ac
cepted an invitation from the proprietors of St.
James’ Church, Roxbury, [Mass.) to resume the
Rectorship cf that parish.

The Catalogue of the Newton (Baptist)
Theological Institution, in Newton (Mass,) contains
the names of thirty-nine Students, under the
Instruction of four Professors, viz, In the Senior
Class, 14 ; in the Middle Class, 12 ; in the Ju
nior Class, 11 ; in the Shorter Course, 2 ; .Total
39.

51

“This eminent clergyman of the Church of shall the flame kindle upon thee.” Isaiah 43. 6.—
J2’fTv 19’ *QT
* * 7> * RT
* * *12> *WT
* * 12, MV 12, EU 13, on human physiology; Grimm’s edition of the Germania
JU 18' KU 3’ “U of Tacitus; Maurer’s commentary on the Old Testament;
England presents an instance of how much good What then remains but that we briefly direct your 36UNUG23, PV "U 2°' QV 7’ ‘U
Schultz on the life of the poet Sophocles;"Salvador’s his
the inventive genius and ardent spirit of real piety attention to a few practical hints. The first is be
tory of the Mosaic institutions, arid of the Jewish people,
may accomplish in a comparatively private station. much, engaged in pr ayer. Prayer is the channel of)
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE. etc.
He was born the heir of a considerable estate: and communication between earth and heaven. The
Mr. Kemble the editor of the Anglo-Saxon poem of
has resided from his youth—first as a scholar and Bible is filled with admonitions and encouragements
Formation of a new Episcopal ChurcR in Baltimore. Beowolf, has printed an interesting tract on the mythic
then as a fellow—at the university of Cambridge. on this subject. The words of the Saviour are —We learn from a correspondent that on Monday, Janua genealogies of the west Saxon Kings.—A society has been
Having early attained a spiritual knowledge of the plain and positive that men ought always to pray ry 2, 1837, agreeably to notice a meeting was held in old formed in Bonn, under the direction of A. W. Von
truth, he has devoted his life, and influence, and and not to faint. The Apostle calls us to attend Christ Church, for the purpose of organizing a new Epis Schlegel to erect a monument to the memory of Beethoven.
A printer at Blandenherg has produced a Bible printed
wealth to the promotion of the principles of evan to this duty as a matter of paramount importance, copal Chutch in the eastern section of the city.
from iron stereotype plates.—A general German biography
gelical piety in the English Church. He has now he speaks to us in the language of encouragement
has
been commenced at Jena. It is to consist of twelve
The meeting was opened with prayer, after which the
attained the age of near fourscore years ; and for let us come boldly or rather earnestly to thethrone Rev. II. V. D. Johns was called to the chair and Frederick volumes.
more than half a century has occupied the ground of grace that we may obtain mercy and find grace 1-1. K napp, Esq. appointed Secretary.
Tha London Quaiterly Review says of Professor Tschirner s Fall of Heathenism, fDer Fall des Ileidenthums,)
on which he still stands, testifying to small and to help in every lime of need. This much may be
The object of the meeting was then stated and unani that there is no work in which the genius of the conflicting
great the great principles of the Gospel of the said of this hallowed exercise that whatever you
mously accepted.
systems, paganism and Christianity is portrayed with a
Lord Jesus. When he first commenced his efforts find in the character of the believers in ancient or
It was resolved that this congregation be known by the happier union of calm philosophy and zeal for the true re
as a preacher in Cambridge, it was in the face of in modern times that is holy and devout, prayer was
ligion. 1 he first volume and that apparently not having
the lasc revival from his hand, is all that has been publish
much reproach, for what appeared to many to be the means by which they attained to the elevation name of “St. Andrews,Church.”
This congregation will he under the pastoral direction of ed. Tschirner was a pupil of Schroek the German eccle
new doctrines in the Church. But under the bless of holiness, which proved them to be the children of
siastical historian, and the continuator ol Ins great work.
ing of God, he has seen these holy doctrines God. They drew near to God in prayer,and in answer the Rev. II. V. D. Johns, and will doubtless, with the di He has explained with great judgment and comprehensive
spreading their influence around him, until a very to their petitions he sent down the spirit of grace vine blessing, prosper under his auspices. An addition to knowledge of the philosophic writings ofthe period, the
large portion of the clergy of the Established into their hearts, and they were gradually trans the number of Episcopal Churches in Baltimore has been reaction of Christianity upon heathenism itself_ in other
Church are united with him, not a few of whom formed into the moral image of Christ. How val long needed,and we rejoice that the establishment of a new words the gradual refinement of paganism from an incohefant and multifarious polythesian into a kind of theism
have been influenced in their course by him, in uable then is prayer, if it is calculated to produce one is now undertaken, under circumstances so favourable with an infinitely numerous yet subordinate daemonology.
preaching the same faith which wras once destroyed. such glorious results? What a gratifying spectacle to its success—Mpis. Rec.
M. Beugnot, a French writer has published a prize essayon the same subject, taking up the history where it was left
The influence of Mr. Simeon upon young men in would our little church exhibit,if all her members
Mrs. Sophia Vaosittart, sister of Lord Bexley, has be by Tschirner. Without the depth and comprehensiveness
the University preparing for orders, has been very were more disposed to persevere in exercises of de
queathed ten thousand pounds to the United Brethren’s of the German, M. Beugnot has executed 1 is task with
great and useful. Many such look up to him as a votion? Why is there so much dead weight upon
Missions, ard a like sum to the British and Foreign Bible very creditable judgment and learning.—Biblical Reposi
father in the Lord, and have reason to oless God for our church ? because the members are resting in
tory*
Society.
having stationed him thus, as it were, ‘a door-keep the mere form of Godliness, and neglecting to seek
Rev. Robert Philip, of Maberly Chapel, (author of the
The
total
missionary
income
of
Great
Britain
in
1835
the influences of the divine spirit by which alone
er in the house of the Lord.’ ”
Experimental Guides) has now in press a work which will,
is
estimated
at
£250,000,
exclusive
of
the
income
of
the
they can realize its power.
probably be one ot great interest, entitled “ The Life and
The second object for your consideration is Bible Society, for foreign objects, which does not amount to Times of Whitefield,cornpik d chf fly r m Original Docu
Professor Tholuck.— It has been repeatedly
ments, collected over Britain and America.” It is to be
asserted in several periodical prints, chiefly on the the attentive reading of the Bible. This bless £50,000 ; and therefore the whole missionary income is comprised in a large octavo Volume, with a splendid por
ed Book is too much neglected, many call the under £300,000. The whole income of Great Britain trait.
authority of Prof. Sears ofthe Newton Theological Saviour their Lord and Master and profess and Ireland is calculated by Pebrer in his work on Taxa
Seminary, that Professor Tholuck, one of the most to cherish the hope of everlasting life while tion, to be £414,822,050; hence its missionary income is Apportionment among the several States of the Public Money
remaining in the Treasury on the 1st January, 1837, except
learned of the orthodox Divines of Germany, is a they cannot }give a reason of the hopa that notone 1700th part of its whole income; and if one hun ing five millions of dollars.
is in them.
The high and holy character of dredth part of its income might not unreasonably be conse
Amount to be dcUniversalist.
States.
No. Electoral votes, posited during the
the Bible is established on a basis that cannot
This charge has been repelled in several publica be shaken by all the attempts of perverse men crated to foreign missions, then the missionary income
year 1837.
ought to be £5,140,000. The amount of ardent spirits Maine
10
$1,274,451 02tions, in which evidence nas been adduced to prove who are destitute of godliness. The Biblemakes
consumed in Great Britain and Ireland, in the year 1832 New Hampshire
7
892,115 71
him orthodox in relation to this subject. We known the way of salvation and directs our was nearly 26,000,000 of gallons, the cost of which to the Massachusetts
14
1,784;231 43
Rhode Island
509,780 41
4
are pleased to obtain information on this point so attention to things of infinite importance. The consumer was about £17,000,000__ Biblical Repository.
Vermont
893,115 71
7
Bible testifies of Jesus, of his love and of his grace,
direct and explicit as the following from the Boston
Connecticut
8
1,019,560 81
and directs us to his cross as the only object wor
It is stated in the “Ami de la Religion,” that anew New York
42
5,253,604
28
Recorder.
thy of our devout consideration. Study then the sa mission has been appointed to go to the South Seas, under New Jersey
1,010,560 61
8
Professor Stowe of Lane Seminary, writes from cred pages of the volume of inspiration, for they the bishop of Ariopolis: and directed by missionarie s from Pennsylvania
30
S,823,g53 05
3
382,336 31
Germany, to a correspondent of the Cincinnati are able to make you wise unto Salvation through the diocese of Lyons. One of them has received special Delaware
Maryland
10
1,274,451 02
Journal, as follows;—
faith which is in Christ Jesus,
powers from the Propaganda. M. Pompalier has been Virginia
23
2,931,237 34
‘•To day I dined with Tholuck: and among oth
15
1,911,676 53
“O thou celestial born? dear youths of grace,
created bishop in patibus, of Maronea, and apostolic vicar North Carolina
er thingsthe doctrine of universal salvation came up.
South
Carolina
11
1,401,896 12
The purchase of redeeming blood, the heirs
for Polynesia and the western ocean. This prelate, who is Georgia
11
1,401,896
12
He denied directly, that the pious men of Germany
Of bliss immortal, look beyond the stars,
7
only thirty-five years old, has just arrived at Lyons from Alabama
892,115 71
believed in the positive doctrine offinal restoration-,
Up to thy native home direct thine eyes:
4
509,780 41
While realizing faith and steadfast hope
Rome, and will be accompanied by four or five other mis Mississippi
and declared that it was unjust to attribute such a
Louisiana
5
637,225 51
Give thee rich foretaste of the joys above.
sionaries.—Ibid.
sentiment to himself, or to Neander. He said,
Missouri
4
509,780 31
Lo ! Jesus waits to place th’ immortal crown
Kentucky
15
1,911,676
53
there were two passages in the Bible, and only two
Upon thy temple; angels shall applaud
Western Africa----The Wesleyan Missionary Society Tennessee
15
1,911,675
53
Thy conquest o’er the pow’rs of sin and hell.
which seemed to give countenance to the doctrine,
are attempting to effect the translation of the Bible, for the Ohio
21
2,676,347 14
Then all your toils shall cease, your bliss begin.
(one in Romans, “As in Adam all die,” Sic. and
9
1,117,005 92
benefit of the Foulahs, and the surrounding tribes. In Indiana
And joy and triumph crown the happy day.
the other in Corinthians that God may be all and
637,225 51
5
You shall possess immensity of bliss,
that part of the country watered by the Senegal and' the Illinois
in all,” &ic.) but that there were so many passages
Arkansas
3
382,335 31
Unbounded asthe wishes of the soul,
Gambia,
and
called
by
the
French
geographers
Senegambia
Michigan
3
382,335 31
And lasting as its own immortal state.”
against it, that he could have no positive belief that
aro
the
Faulahs,Mandingoes,
and
Jalloofs.
It
is
proposed
Veritas.
it is true, * * * Ilengstenburg, and all his par
$37,468,853 67
to translate the Scriptures into the Foulah or Maudingo
ty, are as strenuous asserters of the eternity
1'he
Legislature
of
North
Carolina
have
voted to re
language,
or
in
both.
The
Foulahs
seem
to
have
a
differ

of future punishment, as the Calvinists of Ameri KENYON COLLEGE & GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
ent origin from the other negroes of Western Africa, and ceive their share of surplus revenue—one half to he applied
ca.
to the purposes ef education, and the other to internal im
MONTI1L Y REP ORT.
their language is, parhaps radically different from that ei provement.
We know that it was Professor Stowe’s inten
ther
of
the
Mandingo
or
Jalloof.
The
parents
and
guardians
of
the
Students
in
Kenyon
tion, when he embarked for Europe to converse
General Santa Anna has left Washington for Norfolk,Mr. Wilson, American missionary at Cape Palmas, re (Va.) where he is to embark for Vera Cruz on board the
with Tholuck on this subject, with special refer College and Grammar Schoqls, having at different times
expressed a strong desire to be frequently informed of the
ence to the reports of Prof. Sears, and to ascer standing of their sons and wards in scholarship and con marks, that the people of that settlement cannot go more United States vessel, the Pioneer, in company with his Se
tain, from his own mouth, whether those reports duct, the Faculty of the Institution have been in the habit, than twenty miles in any direction, without meeting a lan cretary, Col. Almonte.
I lie New-Orleans True American, under date of Jan.
vflfere correct. Tt was a subject of repeated con for more than two years, of issuing a monthly Report on guage that they cannot understand. Within thirty.five 16th,
gives the information that Gorostiza, the Mexican
versation between Professor Stowe and us, in this these subjects,in the pages of the Gambier Observer. With miles of that place, along the winding beach, are three Minister, had arrived in the city of Mexico. After his
the beginning of another College year the practice is now
city, just before his embarkation. His testimony, resumed. This mode of communication is resorted to as distinct dialects.
arrival, Judge Ellis our Minister demanded his passports,
and left the city on the 28th of December last.
therefore, is directly to the point.
Professor the only practicable one, where the reports need to be so
A letter from Vera Cruz states, that Calafornia has de
Australasia--- The missionaries of the Church mis
Stowe is very extensively known; and those who frequent; and as being as little expensive to the friends of
clared her independence of Mexico.
Bustamente was
know him will believe, that he has both understood the Students as any Other. Supposing them to subscribe sionary Society among the natives in New South Wales about to be elevated to the Presidency of Mexico. It was
the Gambier Observer for the sake of this information, are paying constant attention to the collecting of words,
and reported correctly. We hope to hear more for
not
positively
known
at
Vera
Cruz
whether
Santa Anna
it can cost no more, in a majority ot cases, than would the
from him.
postage of the requisite number of letters ; whilst in addi and analysing them, forming a vocabulary, and arrang had been released. His return to Mexico was expected to
For the Gambler Observer.
LETTERS TO A YOUNG COMMUNICANT IN COM
ING TO THE TABLE OF THE LORD.---- NO 1.

tion, they will learn through the paper, from time to time,
many other particulars relating to the Institution, which
cannot fail to be interesting to those who have entrusted
their children and wards to its care. The plan of the re
port is as follows: —
Two letters, arbitrarily selected, stand for each student’s
name, and these letters are to be known only to the Facultj,
the individual Student and his Parents or Guardians. The
report embraces two points, Scholarship and Conduct. As
regards scholarship there is no comparison of one student
with another, but of every student with a certain standard
of excellence previously hxed by the Faculty. At each re
citation the student receives a mark indicating the amount
of knowledge be is supposed to possess of the subject of
the lesson. This mark varies from 40 to 0—the first being
given when the performance is entirely satisfactory to the
instructor, and the last, when the student appears to know
nothing of the subject upon which he attempts to recite.
At the end of the month, these marks are added together,
and divided by the number of recitations, which gives the
mean mark for the month. It is this mark which is pub
lished, and which shows how far, (if any) each student fills
below that point of excellence which is considered worthy
of the highest commendation.
The Report of conduct is made out thus:—Each student
receives a mark for each delinquency, proportioned to the
magnitude of the offence.
The total amount of these
marks for the month, is attached to the name of the indi
vidual who receives them. In some eases, however, the
offence may
.. be of .too serious a nature to be noticed in this
way, and is accordingly disposed ot in a different manner.
. j .
,
i not, appear in
• the
, Report
„
I hose students
whose
names do
of conduct, are to be considered as not having been guilty
pf any inexcusable delinquencies;,

The noble resolution which you have taken is
worthy of all admiration. You have come out
from the world and taken your stand under the
standard of the cross, resolved to witness a good
confession as a soldier of Jesus, and your request
for information with respect to your duties and re
Death of the Rev. Charles Simeon.—In our sponsibilities will be cheerfully complied with, for
last number we stated that a New York paper al there is no subject more grateful to the mind of
luded to the Death of this venerable minister of the minister of Jesus than to find his people anx
ious concerning the things which make for their
Christ. Our exchange papers which have been re everlasting peace. The apostle reminds us,to ani
ceived since, confirm the painful fact. We copy mate us in the discharge of our duties, that we are
from the Episcopal Recorder the following article in compassed about with a “great cloud of witnesses,”
and hence he draws the conclusion that we are “to
reference to it.
lay aside every weight and the sin that does so ea
The death of this eminent and excellent clergy sily beset us,’’and thus girding up our strength for
man is thus announced in the London Record of the conflict and the struggle, we are to “ run with
November 14th:
patience the race that is set before us.” “ Ye have
“The hopes which were-.entertained respecting need of patience that after ye have done the will
that venerable father of the Church; the Rev. Mr. of God ye might inherit the promises.” And yet
• ,i ii
rv
i n p ii i,
Simeon, that he might have been raised up from with
all our diligence
we shall
tall short ot *i
the
s
his late illness, it hag pleased the Great head ot the prize of our high calling without the increase of
Church to disappoint. He died in peace soon af the spirit of Christ, We are not then to forget
ter two o’clock yesterday, (Sunday.) During the the most important part of our duty, and that is
last, week or more his removal has been daily expec to look unto Jesus the author and the finisher of
SCHOLARSHIP.
ted ; hut he continued sensible, with only occa our faith. You .will observe that when the indi
A A 31. AB 32, AC 31, AD 28, AE 35, AF 29, AG 25,
sional suffering, till within a day of his death. His vidual was contending for the prize in the Grecian
35, BA 31, BB 39, BE 37, BF 29, CC 35, CD 35,
loss, we need not say, will be extensively felt ; but games,he was required to keep the object which he All
CE 24, CG 34, DA 29, DB 38, DD 34, DE 37, DF 22,
never was an instance of a servant of God ending sought steadily in view, thus Jesus is our hope and DG 24, DH 33, EA 28, EE 37, EG 32, Fa 34, FB 27,
his days in more perfect composure, with his house our joy, and our crown of rejoicing, and we are FE 31, FF 39, FG 37, GA 36, GC 34, GE 36, GG 28,
more completely set in order, his work finished, represented in the attitude of contending in a race— GH 33, HA 35, IIB 29, HC 30, HD 27, HE 35, IIF 38,
I1G 36, HH 38, RR 40, LR 35, NO 35, JQ 38, QM 37,
and his whole soul prepared and waiting for his the goal is heaven—the prize, eternal life. Never NP
30, MR 40, ON 30, KP 35, LM 33, MP 37, OQ 32,
change. He was in his 78th year, and had been then, forget the position in which you are now plac PO 32, PR 35. NM 37, JM 30, JP 35, MJ 36, MM 38,
minister of Trinity Church, Cambridge, fifty-four ed; you have, we trust, joined yourself to the Lord KL 35, KR 35, NK 40, OM 30, OP 39, QK 37, JO 30,
KN 30, MK 34, MN 38, LK 34, JK 33, KK 37, KN 34,
years.”
in the bonds of an everlasting covenant which shall
34, NN 30, PN 30, QL 36, RP 20, IlL 40, QP 31,
There have been few clergymen of the present never be forgotten. There is nothing to discou LN
QO 38, QQ 33, JR 30, NR 40, OO 24, RO 36, RM 33,
day, in any part of the world, whose lives have been rage you in the resolution which you have now PK 32, PP 37, NO 40, LL 29, NJ 39, PM 36, RQ 30,
so consistent and holy, or whose usefulness has made ; but every tiling to animate you in seeking RN22, RK 33, OR 38, OK 33, NQ 38, N1Q 37, ML 39,
been so great as that of Air. Simeon. We once for the prize of immortality. The Saviour whose LQ 36, KO 32, LP 37, KQ 30, JL 39, JN 30, PL 37, ML
35, KJ 33, PJ 32, LJ 34, QJ 35, AS 34, CS 35, DS 27,
had the pleasure of visiting him at Cambridge, and salvation you have embraced is exalted to a seat of FS
27, BS 32, LS 31, AU 30, SV 33, MS 29, ES 35,
also on a subsequent occasion at another place: cir glory at the right hand of God, and he will pour OS 39, IIS 31, PS 38, QS 30, JS 23, IS 35, KS 33, RS
33,
TS 38, WS 30, NV 35, LU 36, XS 35, QU 33, OU
cumstances which we mention to assure our read upon you the riches of his grace and make you par
ers, so far as our observation and the unvarying taker of a divine nature. “He that followeth me 34, SU 30, YS 31, ZS 35, CT 40, DT 30, ET 39, FT
HT 40, US 36, VU 32, JT 31, MT 27, PT 34, XU 34,
attestations of others could enable us, of the jus shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the light, UT 34, WU 35, AT 23, BT 30, VT 35, LT 26, KT 35,
tice of the eulogiums applied to his character. As of life.” The spirit of grace will be with you, if GT 32, ZT 25, JT 32, AV 32, XT 33, BU 27, CU 30,
a preacher, he was remarkable for solidity, simpli- you arc earnest in prayer, and you will realize what NT 28, OT 27, HV 25, FV 27, QT 38, RT 38, WT 35,
city and impressiveness, if not eloquence. As a is the hope of your calling, you will have your MV 33, EU 30, FU 28, GU 29, HU 29, QV 31, IU 28,
JU28, KU 31, MU 29, NU 30, PU 33.
writer he has been peculiarly and eminently success fruit unto holiness and in the end your portion
ful. Without the slightest effort to render them will be in the inheritance of the saints in light.—
DELINQUENCY.
popular by the glitter of a gaudy style, or eccen What then can you need that is not secured to you
AA 4, AB 42, AC 28, AD 26, AE 9, AF 1, AG 5, BB
tricities of matter, his sound good sense and scrip in the covenant of grace1 What can you want 8, BE 4, BF 30, CD 34, CE 7, CG 6, DD 4, DE 7, DF
tural theology have gained for his writings an ex that God is not able, yea abundantly willing to 25, DH 7, EA 12, EE 1, EG 11, FA 11, FB 1, FE 10,
4, FG 4, GA 23, GC 1, GG 22, GH 18, HA 4, HC
tensive circulation. Several editions of his various bestow ? Can you not appreciate those beautiful FF
15, HD 52, HE 20, HF 9, HG 1, 1HI 4, OQ 6, MP 9,
works have been published, the last comprising words which you will find recorded in Isaiah.— KP 4, ON 8, KQ 26, JL 8, PL 6, NL 6, PJ 58, QM6,
them all in 21 volumes 8vo. Of this a splendid “Fear not,thou worm Jacob,for I am with thee ; be PO 4, MJ<5, KL 4. QK 4, KN 5, LK 16, PN 6, QL 5,
copy is to be found in the Philadelphia Library, pre not dismayed,for I am thy God, I will strengthen QP 9, QQ 6, OO 10, PK 4, RK 3, MQ 4, LQ 8, AS 7,
CS 2, DS 20, FS 6, BS 15, LS 8, AU 26, SV 10, MS 36,
sented by the author.
thee, yea, I will uphold thee with the right hand of ES 12, OS 3, US 20, PS 8, QS 14, JS 10, IS 8, KS 5,
The following sketch of Mr. Simeon’s life and my righteousness ; when thou passest through the RS 6, TS 0, WS 3, NV 6, LU 0, XS 1, QU 13, OU 1,
character, is from the second volume of the “Bri waters I will bo with thee ; and through the rivers SU 12, YS 43, ZS 12, CT 2, DT 6, ET 8, FT 6, HT 0,
tish Pulpit” by the Rev, W, Suddarde, recently they shall not overflow thee: when thou passest US 6, VU 22, IT 2, MT 12, PT 12, XU 12, UT 13, WU i
8, AT 23, BT 24, VT 13, LT 8, KT 6, GT 10, ZT 36,
published.
through the fire thou shalt not be burned, neither JT 10, AV 18, XT 2, BU 20, CU 12, NT 17, OT 28,

ing matter for a grammar. Various portions ofthe Scrip produce a tremendous revolution. The strongest appre
hensions were entertained of war with the United States.
tures are in the process of translation.—Biblical Reposi Every thing wore the indication of approaching trouble.
tory.
The Oppressed Poles.—The Russian government has'
published a list of one hundred-and forty-two noblemen, of
New Zealand.—The population of the islands includ the government of Wilna, whose property is confiscated
ed under the name of New Zealand, is about 180,000: of for having taken part in the revolution of Poland.
which number nearly 45,000 have more or less of inter
PROSPECTUS
course with the missionaries; 300 have been baptized into
OF THE
the Christian faith. There are about 800 adults who have
been taught to read. The New Testament has been trans
NEW YORK REVIEW.
lated into the New Zealand language directly from the
And Quarterly Church Journal.
Greek.

Number of Ministers in the United States.—The
total number of ministers in all the religious denominationsin the United States, of all kinds, not including the
jocal preachers of the methodists, nor the ministers of the
Friends, may he about 13,000. A large part of these,how
ever, are uneducated, and but ill qualified for their work.
The communicants are esti mated to be between 1,800,000
and 1,900,000. The number of communicants belonging
to the Baptist denomination in the United States, and the
British Provinces, as stated in the Baptist Triennial Regis
ter, for 1836; is 517,523; the number in England and
Wales' 140,000, in the world, 6 96,692. The methodis1
episcopal church and the methodist protestants of the Uni
ted States have about 680,000 communicants; the conn-regatiomilists 40,000; the presbyteria ns under the care of the
General /Assembly 250,000. The number of communicants
in several of the smaller denominations is not known._ J5Zblical Repository.

The Rev. W. II. Medburst reached London from Ba
tavia, via. Rotterdam, on the 5th of August. After sus
taining through a period of eighteen years, an arduous
course of Missionary exertion, in the Ultra Gangetic mis
sions of the Society, Mr. Medburst returns to his native
country, partly for the renovation of his health, which had
been much enfeebled, and partly for the purpose of per
sonally conferring with the directors, according to their
wishes on the arrangements required in the missions in
which he has so long laboured.

A religious Newspaper is printed in the Sandwich Isl
and’s, in the native language, which has 3000 subscribers,
at one dollar a year, and more than 50,000 copies of the
hymn book in that language have been called for by the
natives, and furnished by the press. Seventeen years am,
the language had not even an alphabet__ Western Christian
Advocate.

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE.
I he parliamentary returns of education, lately printed,
state that there are in England and Wales, 38,971 dayschools containing, 1,276,947 scholars, and 16,828 Sundayschools with 1,648,890 scholars; being thirty two for each
day-school, and ninety two for each Sunday-scnool. It
will be observed that the total of Sunday scholars reported
is 2/1,943 more than the daily scholars
Prom the annual report of King’s college, London, de
livered April 30th, 1836, it appears that the prosperity othe college is steadily progressive.
The regular sti’dentsl
were at Christmas, 554; and the occasional, during jhe
year, 205. There are now 614 regular student?.,—Biblical
Repository.
Among the principal works lately published in Germany
are Rickert on the epistles to the Corinthians^ Tiedeman

The plan of this publication embraces extended reviews
of important works and discussions of important subjects in
every department of literature and thinking, similar in form
and manner to those which make up the contents of Quar
terly Reviews generally.
It proposes, also, a brief analytical survey of the litera
ry productions of every current quarter, with short critical
indications of their character and value in their respectivedepartments.
It embraces, likewise, a register of the most impor
tant events and facts in the literary and religious world,
particularly in reference to the state and progress of the
Church.
The object of the work is to exhibit, as far as possible,
every thing most important to a just estimate of the charac
ter of the times, and of the intellectual and moral move
ments of society,to promote the interests of good literature,
sound thinking, religion and Christian order. In its gen •
eral tone and s>,!rit’ il 'vi!l
conformed to the principles of
the Protestant Episcopal Church. 'I he conviction of the
truth and importance of these principles, as they are held
in the Unity of the Church, maintained in a free and un
comprising, yet liberal, candid and conciliating spirit, will
constitute the unity of the work.
Arrangements have been made to secure the aid of the
best writers throughout the country; and no pains or ex
pense will be spared to make this publication a work of the
highest character.
'I'erms.—The work will contain an average of 250 pag
es to each number, and will be furnished to subscribers at
Five dollars a year, payable on delivery of the first number
Any person becoming responsible for six copies, shall re
ceive the seventh copy.
All communications on the business of the Review, to
be addressed to the publisher, George W. Holley, No. 8,
Astor’s Buildings, New York. Other communications to
be addressed to the Editor, care of George W. Holley.
The first number will be published in March next, and
it is desired that the names of subscribers should be sent to
the Publisher by the first of that month.
New York, Jan. 1837.
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make one shudder at the least apathy in our opposite parties with opposing interests. As are almost unknown; and as for flying buttress-I equally to those of the South. Neither New
we do not believe there is an instance of York nor Philadelphia contains a church, which
feelings toward the spiritual welfare of our fel long as he has such a feeling, it would be bet
them in the United States. The interior of has any claims to be called fine architecture, or
low
creatures;
it
shouldeven
make
us
seriously
ter
for
him
and
for
the
institution
that
he
should
[Communicated for the Gambier Observer.]
to question whether we ourselves have ever felt be away. On this subject, I have recently met these churches is generally still less Gothic than which is worthy of the wealth and {population
Young mother ! what can feeble friendship say
the worth of our immortal souls, or have our with a letter from Fellenburg, in which my sen the outside. In very few is there any appear of those cities. There are two in Baltimore
To sooth the anguish of this mournful day ?
selves passed through that most momentous timents are so fully expressed that I shall quote ance of aisles, and if the gallery and pulpit are which are better; the Unitarian and the Catho
They, they alone, whose hearts like thine have bled,
change in its condition “from death unto life.” a few sentences from it. “They,” says he, re ornamented, they are quite as often Grecian as lic. The former is remarkably elegant in the
Know how the living sorrow for the dead ;
By all the horror then with which this apathy ferring to this class of young men, “consider Gothic. No distinction is made in the form of form and proportions of the interior having some
Each tutor’d voice, that seeks such grief to cheer,
of feeling should inspire us, by all the fears teachers and pupils as opposite parties with dis the building with regard to its being of the Gre resemblance to the Pantheon. The Catholic
Strikes cold upon the weeping parent’s ear :
with which it should alarm us for ourselves, let tinct interests, or at best as rulers and subjects, cian or Gothic order; and in general, if the orna Church, or Cathedral we believe it is, has the
I’ve felt it all—alas! too well I know
us, for the future, be stirred up to faithfulness the former seeking for power and the latter ments were not to he applied till the body of the divisions of nave, transept, and chancel; the in
How vain all earthly power to hush thy wo !
and zeal, in this blessed work of teaching the having the right of resistance. They cannot edifice was finished in other respects, no one terior is imposing, though too plain. It is of
God cheer thee, childless mother ! ’tis not given,
young the Gospel of our Saviour; and for our understand our desire to act as parents, who could tell, unless by the pointed windows, to the Grecian order, with arched windows. We
encouragement, let us consider the hopeful seek to direct and restrain their children in or what style of architecture it was intended to be think the Gothic would have been more appro
For man to ward the blow that falls from Heaven.
nature of the objects we have to do with. Here der to improve their character, and secure their long. As for the richer ornaments of the florid priate.
f To be continued.)
I’ve felt it all—as thou art feeling now ;
are no hearts hardened in iniquity, and grown happiness. They attribute to the lowest and Gothic, they are not to he found on any edifice
Like thee, with stricken heart and aching brow’,
old in confirmed vicious habits; they come to most sordid motives all that is done to furnish in the country.
“Stelligf.ri.”—In ‘Sword’s Pocket Almanac’ wo find
I’ve sat and watched by dying beauty’s bed,
us, on the contrary fresh in their feelings, and an education truly Christian and entirely disin
This style of architecture is, however, under the Alumni of the General Theological Seminary annual
therefore easily susceptible of religious impres terested: an education liberally provided for in going considerableimprovement. Trinity Church ly distinguished by an asterisk affixed to their respective
And burning tears of hopeless anguish shed;
sions; they come young in years, and therefore reference both to science and the arts. Pupils in Boston is superior to any edifice in the citv names. Now we have no sort of objection to this designa
I’ve gazed upon the sweet, but pallid face,
if converted by our instrumentality, will, in all of this character often find their greatest plea of the same style, that was built before it, and tion if it be convertible to any useful purpose. But why
And vainly tried some comfort there to trace;
probability, multiply the good done by us a hun sure in defeating all the efforts which are made we are inclined to think that the tower is the should not the graduates of the Virginia, Ohio, and Ken
I’ve listened to the short and struggling breath ;
Seminaries be indicated by some peculiar mark? Are
dred foid, through their own useful and devoted for their improvement, instead of co-operating best Gothic in the United States. As a whole, tucky
I’ve seen the cherub eye grow dim in death ;
we to understand that “ a well qualified ministry” can be
lives. Above all let us consider the animating in them, and considering their own best inter the building has many faults. We especially reared at no other institution than the one in New-York?
Like thee, I’ve veiled my head in speechless gloom,
reward which the Holy Scriptures hold out to ests as identified with the success of their teach dislike the use of two kinds of arches; the flat Or is the star a sort of countersign by which “men of the
And laid my first-born in the silent tomb.
C. S
us. “ They that be wise shall shine as the bright ers.” If such a state of things must exist in arch at the side windows; and the high arch in right stamp” (as the Gospel Messenger has it) are recog
nized ? We ask for information’s sake. As at present ad
ness of the firmament; and they that turn ma our colleges, they ought not to be sustained.
front, which belongs to a different style of Go vised, we must esteem the distinction invidious. We no
SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
ny to righteousness as the stars for ever and ev
thic. The sides of the church look hare and ticed that one of our brother editors, in announcing the
er.”
A. B.
MISCELLANY.
mean from the want of buttresses, dripstones to marriage of a clergyman a few months since, appended to
From the Sunday School Visiter.
name, the title, “an Alumnus of the Gen. Theological
the windows, machicolated or open.work battle his
Seminary.” [Quere, Why was not the literary institution
WHY MORE CHRISTIANS BY PROFESSION
Frotn the North American Review.
SUNDAY SCHOOLS IN RHODE-ISL AND.
ments,
and
other
appropriate
ornaments.
The
at
which
the Rev. gentleman had pursued bis collegiate
NOT TEACHERS.
interior is very poor: the vast expanse of white studies also mentioned? What an oversight !) If a man's
ON SACRED ARCHITECTURE.
Ihe cause of the Sunday-school has excited
The inconsistencies of many professing more interest in the Churches, generally, dur
Sacred Architecture assumes, in this country, washed walls, and of pine painted white, is dis education at that excellent school of the prophets (the Gen.
Christians with their corresponding practice, ing the past year, than at any former period.— a form essentially different fiom that which agreeable to the eye; the ceiling over the mid Seminary) is a thing worth mentioning on all occasions, in
with his name, we would suggest as an abbre
while they always give cause to the sneer and The divine blessing which has been bestowed in distinguishes it in Europe. Our forefathers ap dle aisle is too low, and the length is not great connection
viation, “ A. G. T. S.”—Christian Witness.
the triumph of the worldly, have too often been many instances upon the instruction given pear to have been desirous to obliterate entire enough for the other proportions. The interior
dwelt upon, in the spirit of severe denunciation, should prompt our warmest gratitude to the ly the memory of the stately worship from which of Grace Church is much better, though the ef
Restoration of Speech, Taste and Hearing by the
by even Christians themselves. Would it not great Head of the Church, and incite us to re they had fled; and they studiously avoided eve fect is injured by the glare of white. We re application of Galvanism----From a late foreign journal
learn that a young Polish Officer, at the battle of Ashowever, evince a purer and a wiser spirit in the newed diligence and greater zeal.
ry thing in the construction of their houses of gard this as the nearest approach that has yet we
trolenka, whilst in the act of charging a canon, was thrown
Christian, as well as better answer the end of
The practice which has been occasionally devotion, which might recall it. Not only is been made in Boston, to what a Gothic interior down
violently upon the ground by its unexpected discharge
their removal, if, instead of all this censorious adopted at the meetings of the Rhode Island the entire form of the early meeting-house un ought to be.
yet the force of the concussion was such as to render him
and unprofitable declamation, they were often- Convocation, of assigning one service especial  like that of the church, but all the interior di
insensible
for half an hour, when it was found that his
The prettiest Gothic churches in our country
er carefully, and calmly pointed out; and those ly for the purpose of interesting the children, visions of nave, transept, and choir are utterly are at Gardiner, Me., and at Hartford, Ct.— taste, speech and hearing were gone. His case was treated
who commit them, faithfully, meekly, and sol and of awakening an interest in behalf of Sun confounded and lost. The pulpit and commu Though neither of them is richly ornamented, in various ways by the most skillful physicians at’Vienna,
emnly reasoned with? It is with these views, day schools on the part of parents, has been at nion-table are placed on the long side, that they they have both, and particularly the one at whither he was taken. He was afterwards brought to Par
is, where he was medically treated by Majendie. The
and, we trust, with such feelings, that we would tended with happy success.
may not remind any one of the chancel and al Hartford, the proportions and general form of skillful physician applied the Galvanic fluid to the tympan
make this communication in reference to one of
With unfeigned gratitude to the Giver of all tar: the aisles are mere alleys, running between the Gothic, and are proofs of far better taste, as um of the ear, which soon relieved the patient of his deaf
them; and when we say that the object toward spiiitual blessings, we would record the inter the pews and across the building, as the case well as of greater knowledge, than appears in ness- At the third application of the Galvanic current,
which the inconsistency in question is displayed esting fact, that in eight parishes, forty-four required; the long columns extending to the roof the construction of most of our churches; and the tasteof the patientbegan also to improve. It is thought
with great Tea-on, we think, that this may lead to im
is no other than our own noble and blessed teachers and forty-one scholars are reported as have disappeared, and all tiaces of the church, we are not aware that there are in either of them and
portant conclusions respecting the origin of the cord of the
Sunday School cause, I am sure that it will having become pious; making in all eighty-five as exists in Europe, are lost in the plain and Pu any of those gross violations of architectural tympanum, and the use of the fifth pair of nerves. The
alike commend itself to a place in the pages members of Sunday schools that, within the ritanical meeting-houses of our ancestors. The rules, which are so common among us.
application of the galvanic fluid to the nerves of the
tongue, was likely to prove equally successful._ N. Y,
of the Visiter, and to the attention of its read past year, have been numbered among the chil churches which have been erected within the
In
concluding our remarks upon Gothic Sun.
ers.
dren of God.
last half-century, are, with a few exceptions, churches, we will select one example for criti
Several facts of much religious interest in rather modifications of the first plain meeting- cism, which we believe is more universally
It is a well known fact, that while able and
There is nothing in the world which docs not show ei
faithful teachers are wanted in almost every connection with the schools have occurred, but houses, than imitations of the European church known than any Gothic structure in the coun ther the misery of man or the mercy of God, either man’s
Sunday school, and could be usefully employed which cannot he introduced in this general re es. Still the tendency has been toward the try; the church at Cambridge, in which the an impotence without God or his power with God. 'The
church style of building. The pulpit is now nual Commencement performances of the Uni whole universe leaches man that lie is corrupt, or that ho
to an indefinite extent, many Christians by pro port.
redeemed; teaches him bis gieatncss or bis misery.__
Whole number of Episcopal Sunday schools placed at the extremity of the room; the aisles versity take place. The front is the best part isPascal
fession are yet found withholding their own ser
,
vices and labours from the work; either, there in the State, 22. Scholars 2023.* Teachers, begin to be distinguished; occasionally tail col of the building. It has a square tower, orna
303.
Number
of
volumes
in
libraries,
2829.
jumns
are
found,
dividing
the
interior
into
aisles
fore, there must, be some good cause of hindermented at the corners by small octagonal tow.
green color in the leaves of plants is produced by
Many of the returns being defective, an ac and supporting the roof; and the entrance is not ers, and having in its front a broad low-arched theThe
ance, or the greatest inconsistency to every
of carbon, which is probably of a deep blue,
the front. With these changes also have been door, and a lofty window of’the early Gothic. withmixiure
principle which they hold, must remain charged curate report of other items cannot be made.
the cellular texture, which is of a whitish yellow.—
introduced the tall windows reaching to the The belfry opens with pointed arches; above lhe carbon is obtained partly from the earth, partly from
upon all such, too plain to question or escape
from. Now we fully believe, and are ready to
* One of the schools from which no returns have been whole height of the edifice, whereas the old which rises the spire. Four small spires or min the air; but light is necessary for plants to decompose the
houses of worship were always divided into as arets rise also from the four corners of the tow carbonic gas, of which they retain the carbon only, with
allow it, that with some there do exist, of one reoeivedis not included in this estimate.
the oxygen: and therefore plants growing in darkness
f Several schools not reported.
many as two, and sometimes even into three sto er. In each side of the building, near the ends, out
kind or of another, these invincible hinderancare not green but white or yellow; as those are which are
ries.
A
much
greater
amount
of
ornament
is
es; these accordingly we leave to God, and to
are twodoors, between shallow buttresses which earthed up, celery, endive &e. This also accounts for tho
also found upon our modern churches, than was are surmounted by spires; the space over these bending of plants towards the light.
their own consciences. We presume not to
EDUCATIONAL
allowed to those of the last century. There is doors is adorned by Gothic arched pannels and
meddle with fitting circumstances, and still less
not to be found, however, in the United States, surmounted by a battlement. There are three
There is something peculiarly pleasing to the imagina
COLLEGE GOVERNMENT.
would we judge the heart. But with all our al
tion in contemplating the Queen of Night, when she is
lowances, truth obliges us to say, and charity (From an Inaugural Discourse delivered at Williams Col a single instance of a church built in the style windows, with high arches, and adorned with wading
as the expression is, among the vapours which she
lege, Sept. 15, 1836, by Mark Hopkins, President of the of the English Cathedrals, with nave and tra^, mullions and transoms on the side;but there are has not power
does not forbid it, that there are still far too
to dispel, and which, on their side, are una
College.)
sept, and the screen parting the choir from the no buttresses between them, and the battlement ble entirely to quench her lustre. It is the striking image
many who ought and should bestow their servi
ces, and who yet do not. As one jealous for its
I now proceed to make some remarks on Col nave, or the lady chapel behind the choir. One is not continued above them, which is a great of patient virtue, calmly pursuing her path through good
bad report, having that excellence in herself
cause, let me, Reverend Sir, be permitted, lege Government.
In regard to this, the important distinction is now made, which was fault. The form of the building is of the most report and
ought to command all admiration, but bedimmed in
through the medium of your Visiter, to reason principles on which we are to proceed are very entirely neglected by our ancestors; namely, be awkward kind; so nearly the same in length and which
the eyes of the world, by suffering, by misfortune, by cal
for awhile with such as these; and may the Ho simple. As in a community, so in a college, tween churches which are to have steeples and breadth; that the interior, after separating a few umny.—Sir Walter Scott.
ly Spirit use and bless it as a humble means of government ought always to be regarded, not as those which are to be built without. The lat feet for the porch, is square. It is not divided
reproving them for their ways, and of bringing an end but as a means to a further end. The ter are beginning to assume a distinct style; gen by piers into aisles, nor are there any divisions
Preserving Potatoes.—Chance has led to the discovery
them to a better mind.
end of a college being education, there should erally that of the oblong Grecian temple, with in the ceiling to denote them; indeed but for the of a method of preserving potatoes, which is both simple
with little or no expense. A housekeeper nad
It will then, we presume, he willingly admit he no regulation or restraint which is not sub a projecting portico in front supported by col pointed windows and the pulpit, one would ne and attended
in his cellar a quantity of charcoal. Haviug re
ted, that when we take upon ourselves the hal servient to that; and when it becomes necessa umns of the height of the edifice. Great im ver discover from the interior,to what order the placed
moved it in the autumn, without removing the dust that
lowed name of Christians and appear before the ry to enforce those that are thus subservient, it provement has also been made in the form of edificewasintended to belong. One of the greatest covered the ground, he caused a large quantity of potatoes
steeples,
wherever
they
appear.
to
he laid on it. Towards the spring these roots were pre
would
be
treason
to-the
cause
of
education
not
work as Christ’s followers and servants,we mean
defects of the building is the roof, which is ex
The loftiest steeple in the United States, we tremely uncouth and barn-like in its appearance served, had thrown out no shoots, and were found as fresh
by that our readiness in all things to imitate his to do it at any sacrifice. If it should he neces
example, and to live unto his service; especial sary for this purpose to send away the half or believe,is that of Park-Street Church, in Boston there being nothing to relieve the dull expanse and well-flavored as new.— Courant.
ly is this apparent when, around his own sacra the whole of a class, it must be done without which rises somewhat above two hundred feet. of shingling. The space from the eaves to the
For Sale,
mental table, in the glowing words of our com hesitation. It is, however, a!ways unfortunate The proportions of the steeple are good, though ridge-pole is about the same as from the eaves
munion service, we say, “And here we offer and when much comes to be said or thought about by some they may, perhaps be considered too ' to the ground, and no effort whatever has been
The new, neat and convenient Frame
Cottage, situated on the south side of Brookpresent unto thee, O Lord, ourselves, our government. There should be among young heavy; and the various divisions harmonize well. ! made by the architect to conceal this deformity.
lvn-street, Gambier. The house was built in
irany
----1’---i.„......................
portion
is too heavy, it is the spire, which rf|le (ower anj spire are both too short, and
souls, and bodies, to be a reasonable, holy, and men an ardor of study, a sense of propriety and If
the best manner by Messrs. Fuller & Patch,
living sacrifice unto thee.” But if so, what self-respect, a strength of moral principle which from its great elevation should be extremely have the appearance of’having been cut off, and under the superintendence
of the subscriber, is 38 feet front
means then our absence from this most inter would render government unnecessary, and light. The ornaments are of the Grecian or curtailed oftheir fair proportions. In general, by 32 feet deep, with a piazza in the rear. There are 8
der.
We
should
have
preferred
to
have
them
cause
every
thing
to
move
on
as
it
ought,
spon

the
edifice
looks
more
like
a
barn
with
a
stee

esting field of labour in the Sunday school,
rooms, 4* on each floor,'and a hail running through the cen
tre, is well furnished with convenient Pantries and Closets,
where the cause of our Master can be so hap taneously. That college is in the best state in of the Gothic, which the architect might have ple to it, than any thing else.
and
has a good Cellar 32 feet by 16. 'Ihe P,i Hours are
employed as appropriately, the body of the
Near by, as if to increase the hideousness of
pily promoted ’ What means our unwillingness which the least government is necessary.
in the best style, with folding doors, and the doors
Closely connected with the government of a church belonging to no order whatever; but on this Cathedral, is the modest and beautiful lit finished
to deny ourselves the cherished comfort and
throughout are trimmed with American Locks. The house
the
whole
we
regard
it
as
an
elegant
structure.
tle
Episcopal
Church,
whose
faultless
propor

college,
is
the
manner
of
intercourse
between
ease of home, and, like our more devoted Chris
is in all respects one of the neatest and most convenient in
One of the best proportioned steeples in our tions have so often been praised, but never imi the country. There is also a good Stable 21 by 16 feet
tian laborer, come forward and lend a helping the officers and students. In this respect a
a ivood house on the lot.
hand ! Can it be that when ive thus made in great, and no doubt a beneficial change has country is at Salem, in Massachusetts; the work tated. We mention it, only to take the oppor andPossession
git’en on the 1st of May next.
taken
place.
It
is
within
the
memory
of
some
of
a
native
artist.
The
whole
church
is
the
best
tunity
again
to
express
the
wish
that
it
may
be
form this solemn dedication of ourselves to
January 4tb.
M. WHITE.
Christ, our words and act have had no meaning who hear me, that seniors had well nigh despo specimen of architecture in that city, notwith copied in stone; regarding it, as we do, faultless
or reality with us whatever ; and that we have tic authority over freshmen, could send them of standing the various efforts which have been both externally and in the interior.
THE OBSERVER
St. Paul’s Church in Boston has undoubtedly
offered, instead, only a mockery and a lie?— errands, exact their obeisance, and settle au- made since its erection. We are not aware that
We trust not. We would rather believe that it thoritively their disputes; and when the distance it has any name; but the building will easily be the finest interior of any in the city. The TERMS__ T'ivo Hollars and fifty cents per annum. If
is only because we have never fairly considered within which a student might approach an offi recognised as the only church in Chestnut Street. chancel is supported by two columns of Gre paid in advance, fifty cents will be deducted. No sub
scriptions received t’orja less term than one year. No
this subject in so solemn a light. Weigh then, cer without taking off his hat, was prescribed by The Ionic portico in front is uncommonly ele cian Ionic: the ceiling is arched and elegantly paper>
discontinued until ail arrearages are paid, ex
gant,
though
simple
and
unpretending.
Above
pannelled:
the
windows
are
lofty
and
arched;
law.
Ail
this
was
as
little
in
accordance
with
we pray you, this matter well. Ask ofyourself
cept at the option of the publishers.
serioilsly, and as in the sight of God, what it is the nature of man, as with the spirit of our in- ' this rises the steeple, to the height of nearly a and the gallery extends only across the extrem Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued
that should make obligations to all possible use stitutions, and we have no wish for its return.— I a hundred and fifty feet. Its principal merit is ity opposite the pulpit. The simplicity and ex are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
fulness so binding upon all other Christians, and Nor do we desire any form except so far, as it beauty of proportion, which is not equalled in cellent proporlion ofthe whole give it a solemn,
yourself, the single exception, stand excused ? is useful in fitting men for society, and in keep- ! any steeple, that we know of, in the United grand, and even colossal appearance. The ex tion,otherwise it will be considered anew engagement.
terior is not so good. The slope of the roof is ♦»* All communications relative to this paper, must be
and let the question be so pressed home upon ing alive in the minds of the young that respect States.
directed to the Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier, Knox
the conscience, till the heart has owned its towards others which ought to he cherished for : The lightest and most graceful steeple in too steep for Grecian architecture; which makes
Co. Ohio
power, and has given itself up indeed to Him their own sakes. He who has no respect for Boston is in Federal Street, of the Gothic or- the pediment so heavy, that the Ionic columns,
LIST OF AGENTS.
and to his work, who has bought it with his those qualities which fit men for responsible sit- I <jer. We [le]jeve tjie Federal-Street Church is or piles of cheeses as they have been called, do Rev JOHN I.-. BRYAN,................ Windsor,
Ohio
blood.
Col. HUBBARD............................... Ashtabula.
uations, can have no proper sense or apprecia ! the first attempt at this style of architecture not seem sufficient for its support.
Rev. AlVAH SANFORD,.......... Portsmouth,
“
We
cannot
take
leave
of
Boston,
without
be

tion
of
them,
and
he
who
has
no
sense
of
those
Rev .WM. PRESTON, ............... Columbus,
j in Massachusetts, and one of the first in the
But there is another light in which we would
Rev.
G.
DENISON
........................
Newark.
place this subject. We profess to believe that qualities can never attain them. As he alone United States. It has great faults, and indeed stowing a word upon two abortions of ugliness GEORGE BEATTY, ..................... Steubenville,
“
D. H. BUELL,................................ Marietta,
every one has within him a precious and an im is fit to command who knows how to obey, so few merits except the steeple. One great de which purport to be churches, fronting upon SYLVESTER
P. ALDERMAN,.. Windsor,
he
alone
who
knows
bow
to
pay
respect
will
Washington
street
at
the
South
End.
We
can

fect is dividing the building into two stories, of
J. W. SCHUCK.ERS,................... Wooster,
“
mortal soul; so precious that language cannot
EDWARDS,..,,.,,.,...... Dayton
tell its worth, nor worlds afford a price large ever come to deserve it. Hence it is that pert- which the upper windows only have the pointed not believe that any architect planned these DORSON
Da. ASA COLEMAN,.................. . ~
Troy, Miami Co.
B. I. HAIGHT..................... Cincinnati.
and rich enough to buy it; and yet that this ness and self-conceit, and disregard of those arch. The piers in the interior are good, con monstrous edifices. Corporate bodies, it is Rev.
Rev. E. W. PEET, ......................... Chillicothe.
soul is in a state of the most imminent and aw who ought to be respected, are so very unpro sisting of the clusters of columns with foliage.— said, have no conscience, and these buildings ROWLAND CLAP
Cuyahoga Falls,
WILLIAM HUNT,............
Urbana,
ful danger, and, that consequently, until it has mising symptoms in the young. There is in There is nothing in the form of the edifice to may possibly be the result of corporate irrespon JOHN
HANFORD,...........
.... Middlebury,
deed,
between
the
officers
and
students
of
a
col

sibleness;
no
individual
of
mortal
race
could
F. E. KIRTLAND...............
distinguish it as Gothic, and Grecian ornaments
.... Maumee,
come to Christ, and experienced the salvation
Rev. H. S. SMITH..............
.... Liverpool.
that is in him, its only portion is everlasting lege, something of official intercourse, and all with round arches might have been employed have been atrocious enough to design them._ REV. WM, GRANVILLE,
..... Medina,
the
usages
of
society
require
that
when
this
is
Rev.
ERASTUS
BURR,
.....
We
attempt
no
criticism
upon
them.
Were
we
.....
Worthington,
with equal propriety. The same remarksapmisery. Oh! and shall we then believe all this
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